Growing Opportunity
in Westchester

Retrofitting Office Parks & Other Underutilized Properites to Create
New Residential Communities along the I-287 Corridor in Westchester County

About the Studio
The Westchester County Department of Planning tasked the studio team to develop a
comprehensive planning report exploring options for integrating affordable housing and mass
transit into selected Westchester County office parks, with an emphasis on those in the I-287
corridor. Office parks in Westchester County have emerged as a potential location for new
affordable housing development in the coming years. Many of these parks, especially those in
the I-287 corridor are currently underutilized and yet include large areas for potential residential
and commercial development. Though generally designed to be solely accessible by car, they are
also often well-located in the roadway transportation network of the county.
The studio team blends theory and practice, utilizing skills learned in a classroom and applying
them to a real-world situation. The following scope of work occurred during the duration of the Semester:
•

Selection of viable redevelopment sites along the I-287 corridor

•

Assessment of attractiveness of the properties including but not limited to zoning
ordinances, environmental concerns, and transportation accessibility

•

Preparation of rough estimates of cost per unit and design guidelines

The final report is composed of elements developed by students throughout the semester to be
used as a tool for any future projects by the planning department.
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Executive Summary
Affordable housing is in a state of crisis. Driving forces – such as community opposition, government
skepticism, and slow-moving progress – have facilitated a lack of housing development within the
nation. This studio explores this issue in Westchester County. After three months of research, tenant
interviews, and discussions with various experts in related fields, the studio produced three proposals
for redevelopment of the following sites:
• The Crossroads Shopping Center in Greenburgh
• Former General Foods headquarters in White Plains
• Marriott Renaissance at Teardrop in Harrison
Our recommendations are based on the following topics which are detailed further in the report:
Westchester Office Parks: Crisis and Opportunities
Post-WWII, the federal government began to subsidize highways and the construction of houses in
the suburbs. People who championed these houses were seeking a life away from the city, preferring
the suburban offerings of tree-lined, quiet streets and spacious single-family houses with backyards
Federal subsidies led to population growth on the outskirts of city and town centers where housing
was more affordable. Companies soon followed and began constructing office park campuses to
work at and be close to home. However, the office park campus model became antiquated as corporations looked to minimize their workforce and relocate to thriving downtown areas. The COVID-19
pandemic has also reinforced the decline in demand for office and retail space as many businesses
have closed, resulting in numerous areas with unused real estate. The underutilized office parks or
shopping centers are an opportunity for redevelopment to alleviate the 20% of households in the
county being cost-burdened.
Affordable Housing: Past and Present
Westchester County has a long history of avoiding multi-family and affordable housing development,
which has led to a county-wide housing deficit. The county made efforts to address this but located
all of its affordable housing developments on the southern and eastern section of Westchester. Our
proposals looked at sites along the I-287 corridor. The corridor offers many opportunities for affordable
housing residents, such as a diverse housing supply, cultural diversity, and high-performing school
districts.
Transportation Past & Present
The automobile-centric lifestyle in Westchester County was reinforced by the construction of New
York “Thruways” and “Expressways” during the mid-20th century. The opening of the I-287 corridor in
1960 connected the county from East to West. This led large corporations to build their offices along
the corridor, resulting in a rise in car ridership. The automobile continues to be the main mode of transportation for the three sites, with 65% of the workers commuting by vehicle and 85.5% of households
within the county owning at least one vehicle. Although the three sites are car-oriented, roughly 20%
of commuters within the three sites utilize public transit, particularly the Metro-North railroad. Other
modes of transportation, such as cycling or walking, remain quite uncommon within the county and
the three sites as it lacks the desired infrastructure for these modes of transit.
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Government and Community Analysis
Westchester County has a complex local governing structure that varies according to its municipality
(e.g., city, town, or village). Each municipality has multiple stakeholders and different levels of authority over land use and taxation, leading to poor transparency on where the decision-making power lies.
In a complex government structure, the “home-rule” law offered local governments the ability to disregard the county’s recommendations to develop affordable housing. However, as the economy and
political leadership change, stakeholders are becoming interested in building for equity, sustainability,
and affordability in Westchester County. It should be up to the county to identify those stakeholders
and promote their vision.
Zoning and Land-Use
The “home-rule” allows each municipality to determine their zoning and land use decisions. The
“home-rule” has reinforced single-family residential land use that is prevalent throughout the county.
Our proposal’s three sites reflect the lack of other forms of land use as each site is not zoned for
multi-family residents nor mixed-use land uses. Rezoning each site will allow for residential developments that may enrich the area.
Public Engagement
Past community engagement has been dominated only by the community who lives in the town where
infrastructure is built. We focused our efforts on engaging with current affordable housing residents to
ensure we captured best practices of current housing in our proposal.
Environmental Concerns and Construction Opportunities
Environmental concerns and impacts on existing environmental conditions are minimal since the sites
that we have identified for redevelopment and retrofitting are mainly used for commercial uses. Redevelopment and retrofits can be achieved with ease due to less restrictive environmental regulations.
Retrofit: Affordable Housing Options
The proposed developments will provide affordable housing for various levels of affordability. A community model of housing is reliant upon space for families, including multi-generational families. The
models proposed are possible in Westchester County in large part due to the need for affordable
housing, space for small retailers, and the success of similar projects elsewhere.
Retrofit: Transportation Design and Options
Existing transportation options are limited for all three sites. The proposal would redesign transportation networks to provide new residences with enough transportation options to reduce car ownership
rates to one per household. To reduce the dependence on cars, we propose redesigning streets to
provide better bus access, pedestrian experience, and transportation options.
Our hope is that the proposals for the Crossroads, Teardrop, and Triangle can help advance future redevelopment plans in Westchester County. Re-imagining underutilized property into housing
with focus on connectivity, accessibility, and community spaces will grow opportunity in Westchester
County for years to come.
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1a. Westchester Office Parks:
Crisis and Opportunities
Office Parks became an ubiquitous feature of the American landscape in
the second half of the 20th century. With federally subsidized highways
and thousands of newly constructed houses, the postwar era defined the
suburb as the ideal place to live. What made the suburb attractive was
its tree-lined, quiet streets, roomy spacious houses and backyards. It was
embraced by people seeking life away from the congested, polluted and
noisy cities they had grown up in.1

Historic Precedent for Density in Westchester

Westchester County was a largely rural county until the extension of the
streetcar around the turn of the century. Connecting to the newly built
NYC subway lines, the streetcars extended into southern Westchester in
towns such as Yonkers, Mount Vernon, New Rochelle, and even up into
Scarsdale. The expansion of the Harlem and Hudson railroad, electrification, and new commuter lines brought another wave of growth further
into Westchester. Places like White Plains, Tarrytown, and Port Chester
started to grow as industrial and manufacturing hubs, as goods could be
transported up and down through the railroads to NYC and also from the
further counties up North.
With this growth came density, diversity and urbanism in many town
centers in Westchester. According to a White Plains YMCA report, a
building on Ferris Avenue housed, “as many as eight families of various
backgrounds, Italians, Greeks, Irish and Blacks.”2 Population densities
were also high, comparable to some census tracts in NYC. By 1950, census tracts in downtowns of Yonkers, Tarrytown, and White Plains, had
population densities ranging from 15,000 per sq. mile to 40,000+.3
This density and diversity was reflected in the housing, which was
street-facing, multi-family, and connected to the walkable urban environment. Density and diversity fostered vibrant, dynamic downtowns in
communities throughout Westchester, affording various groups of people
a place to live, work and play.

Port Chester Main Street, 1900

Image Source: Westchestermagazine.com

Crisis
White Plains Main Street, 1960s
Image Source: ArtWestchester.com

Westchester Streetcar Lines, 1890s
Image Source: Westchestergov.com

Pepsico Headquarters, 2017
Image Source: gardencollage.com

The Office Park

Following federal housing and highway policies, Westchester experienced
renewed growth, but this time away from its town centers and more towards the suburbs. As families started to relocate away from congested
cities to tree lined suburban streets in what was fairly affordable housing, companies followed. They constructed often prestigious ‘Office Park’
campuses for their employees to work at.
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There was some precedent to this: the Rockefeller Preserve is a nearly
2,000-acre area bought by a very rich man for his personal campus and
parklike fiefdom. Some of these office parks built upon this tradition of
the rich and powerful existing in leafy abodes north of New York City,
except now in modern corporate campuses. During the construction of
I-287 and the Cross Westchester Expressway, Lowell Schulman bought
300 acres and helped develop a large string of office park campuses called
the “Platinum Mile.” 4 From their heyday in the 1960s to mid 1980s, there
were more Fortune 500 company headquarters in Westchester County
than any other county in the nation, and the town of Harrison made 80%
of its tax income from the Platinum Mile alone.5 Companies such as IBM,
General Foods, Pepsico, Mastercard, Texaco were all located in office
parks in Westchester. These were largely extraordinary successful developments, providing easy access along the Cross Westchester Expressway
to the multiple North/South routes as well as adjacent counties across the
Hudson or in Connecticut. Local municipalities and the county reaped
the benefits of this success.

The mid-century corporation was one that was very sterile, controlled,
and top-down. As time passed, things began to change. Corporations
began to downsize and didn’t require as much space for single occupancy campuses, seeking multiple tenants. Company culture had changed
to prioritize being as close to downtown as possible, seeking diversity
and fluidity in a technology driven and creative world. Businesses valued the convenience of being close to other companies and industries
and employees enjoyed the freedom of not being isolated on campus.
Consequently, the vacancy rate went up, peaking in 2012 after the recession of over 20% in the Platinum Mile.6 Retail is also struggling, in 2013
Westchester County had the second highest retail vacancy rate following
Orange County. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the country has seen
a massive decline in office space demand, which is not anticipated to improve in the near future. This presents a crisis for local municipalities
and county governments who relied on these wealthy tenants as a tax
base, and are faced with blighted office buildings in their communities.
These large swaths of real estate are going unused in one of the highest
property value counties in the nation while homeowners and renters are
increasingly becoming cost-burdened. More than 20% of all households
in Westchester are severely cost-burdened, paying more than 50% of their
income on housing cost.7
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Proposed Development Sites
The Triangle

A sea of parking in White Plains

Located just east of downtown White Plains, this study
area encompasses a large parking lot bounded on three
sides by roadways. Despite this, the site feels quiet and
secluded, and is complimented by a number of mature
trees. Westchester Avenue and I-287 form a substantial northern boundary, with the smaller White Plains
Road and North Street to the west and south. To the
east, the former General Foods headquarters - now an
office campus with multiple tenants - overlooks the site
from atop a well-manicured hillside. Constructed in
1954 by architect Philip Johnson, this complex served
as the General Foods’ headquarters until it was relocated to a new building on Westchester Avenue, following
a corporate acquisition in the 80s. The parking lot is far
larger than needed at this site, and offers an opportunity
for new development just a short distance from the center of White Plains.

The Crossroads

Empty lots and vacancies at this oudated
shopping center.

The Crossroads Shopping Center is located on Tarrytown
Road in Greenburgh, halfway between the towns of White
Plains and Elmsford. It is a typical suburban strip mall, characterized by an increasing number of vacancies. It’s located
in census tract 109.03, which outside of Mount Vernon and
Yonkers, is the greatest percentage African-American alone in
all of Westchester.8 Tarrytown road was a commercial and industry hub connecting towns on the east side of White Plains
until I-287 was built, which rendered the road useless. In
1979, it was written that “you could roll a bowling ball down
Tarrytown road to White Plains and not hit a car,” it was so infrequently used.9 The site was designated as an urban renewal
site by the town of Greenburgh, in hopes of luring development. With office park development surrounding the area,
Robert Martin decided it would be best to turn it into a commercial site. It became a commercial hub, and even with vacancies still has a lot of energy and movement at the site from
the local community. A recent site plan shows nearly half the
space is vacant, not even including the K-Mart which recently
has gone under as well. We believe that with increasing loss of
retail, housing may better serve the needs of the community
and help revitalize the space.

The Teardrop

A leafy, underutilized corner of the Platinum Mile
With the Office Park development along the I- 287 also came hotels, and other large use items. The site is nestled in the back
of the Teardrop Platinum Mile, an amalgamation of campus environments North of I-287 in the town of Harrison, NY. Adjacent to the teardrop are the former offices of Texaco, and current
offices of Mastercard. The site is currently closed as a result of
the pandemic, and it is unsure that it will reopen. The hotel is
physically made up of three connected buildings, An English colonial style house, and then a modernist addition with a pool,
conference room, and dining room. This main building is then
linked to three other buildings with hotel rooms through a glass
filled pedestrian bridge. The site is well integrated with the natural environment, and manicured with shrubs, trees, and a lit-up
gravel walking trail through the woods. There is another hotel in
the Teardrop, the Hyatt, that is larger and more centrally focused.
We believe that the architecture and landscaping of this site is well
suited to be adaptively reused into senior housing. According to
the Westchester HNA, “the greatest growth is in the 85+ cohort”
with towns like Lewisboro growth 232% between 2000 to 2017
for that cohort. This would build upon the reuse of the building
from a English style home into what is now the hotel. We also
believe that the site has a natural ambience, and feeling of zen that
would be loved by a senior community. There is also ample room
in the main building that can be transformed into community
space, such as the conference room. This site speaks to the diversity of the buildings along the I - 287 corridor, some that are better served by being demolished and sites completely repurposed.
But others, such as this one can be served to be preserved and
adapted into a better contemporary use.

Key Takeaways:
• In the latter half of the 20th Century, office park and shopping center developments sprung up along the I-287 corridor, taking up vast tracts of land around this new arterial
roadway.
• The demand for office parks and retail space is waning,
while the need for affordable housing is more critical than
ever.
• The layout of these developments are inefficient, characterized by low-density site plans, single use structures
and massive parking lots.
• These underutilized office park and commercial sites offer
a unique opportunity to create dynamic new residential
communities in Westchester County.

Opportunity
Despite this retail crisis, the vacancy of office parks
presents an opportunity to adaptively reuse these
spaces in creative ways. From their onset, these sites
were massive with almost half as parking space at ratios that were never fully utilized by companies. They
were partly so large because they acted as a buffer between the highway and wealthy suburban divisions
nearby. This presents an opportunity to creatively
plan how to better utilize that space. For the size of
the areas, office parks are typically owned by a single entity, which reduces complications in land acquisitions. These office parks are also well equipped
with sewage, electricity, and other infrastructure that
can support greater densities of people in residential
multi-family housing. Existing infrastructure and
low acquisition costs present great opportunities for
desperately needed affordable housing development
in the county. Developers have begun to seize these
opportunities. A Toll Brothers development in the
Platinum Mile is one of the largest multifamily residential buildings being built in the county, albeit only
offering 6% as affordable.
This crisis is also an opportunity for the county to
reinvent itself. The platinum mile of I-287 was the
Silicon Valley of its time. Though the “organizational
man” culture is gone, there is an opportunity to attract the creative class with retrofits that can appeal
to their interest through mixed-use, “work, live, play,”
areas, and new options for consumption. Aside from
attracting office employees, this is an opportunity for
the county to undo the mistakes of the past. The postwar boom was a horrendous boon for urbanism, social justice, and equity. Though property values went
up, Westchester lost historic town density that had
characterized it from its streetcar days. Though attempts are being made to bring it back through Transit Oriented Development, OD, the I-287 corridor
can present itself as a horizontal node in the network.
Though we chose three sites for proposed redevelopmentas examples, there are numerous potential sites
along I-287 that can be adaptively reused, and we
hope to inspire imaginative ways that can be applied
to a multitude of sites.

Retail Vacancies at the Crossroads Shopping Center

This is an opportunity to put the city in ‘edge city,’ to think denser and also more creatively about life in the
suburbs. The suburbs were created as an exclusive enclave but recently have become one of the last bastions
of affordability. The office parks present an opportunity to revive some of the character Westchester had
before urban renewal, where it embraced diversity, density and affordability. With gentrification on the tip
of everyone’s tongue, the pendulum of city center development may have reached its apex and the future of
building a better world might come from a place that helped ruin it in the first place: the suburbs.

Underutilized Space
Maps showing
built area illustrate
the highly dispersed,
low-density existing
conditions at the
selected sites.

Reimagined office park in Chester County, PA
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Image Source: Acadia Realty Trust

Image Source: ChescoPlanning.org
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1b. Affordable Housing:
Past and Present
Turn of the Century

Prior to the 20th century, Westchester County was predominantly rural;
however, growing industrial centers soon emerged, propelled by new
transportation infrastructure (including toll roads, railroads, and steamboat technology) as well as the expanding system of aqueducts and dams
serving New York City. This growth created a dense housing supply
around industrial centers and interurban transportation lines that housed
the working class10.
During the Great Depression Era, the federal government began its involvement in subsidized housing with the creation of the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) in 1934. Facing a national housing shortage,
the administration incentivized housing development while also segregating it into a dual housing market through discriminatory mortgage underwriting standards. By favoring new, suburban White neighborhoods,
and discriminating against minority neighborhoods, the FHA created
a pathway to homeownership and suburban development for low- and
middle-class White families, and another market of deteriorating assets
for Black families and people of color, who, as a result, were increasingly pushed into low-income housing projects11. The Federal Housing Act
of 1937 aided the development of the first public housing developments,
and provided loans to local public housing agencies at low interest rates.
This allowed for the creation of Mulford Gardens12, the county’s first
public housing development, which opened in 1940. Now demolished,
this project was located in southwest Yonkers, and was the first of many
projects built in that section of the city. None were built on the city’s
wealthy east side. This building pattern, which racially segregated the
city’s housing and schools, led to a federal anti-discrimination lawsuit in
the 1980s.

Mulford Gardens, Yonkers (1977)
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zoning ordinance. The court also labeled this practice of exclusionary zoning a form of racial and income discrimination.16

Protections for multi-family and affordable housing
were slowly won through court cases starting in the
mid-1970s. In Berenson vs. The Town of Newcastle, the New York State Court of Appeals stated that
zoning ordinances must not only meet local housing
needs but also regional needs. In effect, local communities’ needs and desires were now insufficient to
overrule multi-family zoning.14

“as of 2004, Bedford added a total of eightyfour units to its housing supply, which were
a direct result of its mandatory set aside ordinance. The following developments are responsible: Bedford Lakes (sixty-four units)
and 796 N. Bedford Road (twenty units).139
In addition to the units attributable to inclusionary zoning, twenty affordable housing
units were constructed under the preexisting
zoning and another twelve were constructed,
but not under the inclusionary zoning ordinance (Doyle House (four units); 53 School
Street (six units); and 8 Anderson Road (two
units)).”17

On the other hand, the Town of Bedford incorporated inclusionary zoning techniques to help encourage
affordable housing development. The elderly district
was created in 1985, with 20% of any dwelling units
built to be reserved for middle-income residents.
Elderly people were targeted, considering they are
a population that tend to have relatively low- and
fixed incomes. The town also created the Diversified
Housing district to bolster economic diversity, with
20% of new construction built also reserved for middle-income residents. According to Ann Matthews:

Through the 1980s, chances of affordable housing were stopped across the county through various “home-rule” zoning efforts, with some exceptions. The town of North Salem, on the eastern
side of Westchester, rezoned areas that were slated
for multi-family housing to one- to two-acre residential use. Though the county government wanted multi-family housing in North Salem due to
concentrated development on the Western side of
Westchester, the town believed the topography and
scarce infrastructure would make it impossible to
build property and densify the area.15

Suburbia and the Late 20th Century

The federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 prohibited discrimination in housing based on race, religion, sex, and disabilities and sanctioned local
governments to work toward the elimination of such discrimination.
Governor Rockefeller established the Urban Development Corporation
(UDC) to enforce the act within New York State, which overrode local
zoning rules. Nine towns – Bedford, Cortlandt, Greenburgh, New Castle,
Harrisburg, Somers, North Castle, and Yorktown – were chosen to implement this initiative. Certain organizations were in support of afford-

-able housing, including the League of Women Voters and a coalition of Black organizations, along
with unions and local businesses. However, many
suburbanites rallied against the UDC’s efforts,
claiming the influx of lower-income residents would
put a strain on schools and bring “urban” elements
to Westchester, sometimes with race and class implications. Attempts by residents to stop affordable
housing in Westchester ranged from belligerence at
town hall meetings to burning down a barn bought
by the UDC for a community center. As the new
decade rolled in, opposition grew and Governor
Rockefeller issued a moratorium on implementing
the Fair Housing Act in 1972, lifted it in 1973, only
to take away its power to override local zoning that
same year.13

Image Source: dsl.richmond.edu
‘Residential Security Map’ Showing the
Redlining of Westchester County

The New Millennium and Present-Day
By the new millennium, towns in the county started
to write ordinances into their zoning code but little
to no construction was taking place. By 2004, Bedford created 84 units with its new zoning ordinances. Somers, one of the UDC’s nine targeted towns,
created the Baldwin District for those making less
than 80% of the county’s median income but no affordable units were built at all. Ann Matthews also
stated that “as of November 2003, no affordable

The Town of North Salem was ultimately brought
to the state supreme court, which ruled in the 1990
case, Continental Building Corp vs. The Town of
North Salem, that the town had purposefully discouraged affordable housing and had to write a new
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requirements have also been broadened to foster a
more mixed-income population. Greenburgh has
allowed for denser public housing to replace existing buildings in poor condition.20

housing units were constructed. Although a plan for
thirty affordable homes was submitted to the Affordable Housing Board, a combination of negative community sentiment and unfavorable existing zoning
brought it to an end. As of September 2005, the project has not been revitalized and no additional affordable housing units have been developed.”18

According to the Westchester Housing Needs Assessment, Westchester County is in dire need of
new, affordable housing. According to the ACS 2017
data, 81%, or 302,277, of the County’s total 345,885
housing units were constructed before 1979 in
Westchester County, which speaks to the need for
new housing and rehabilitation of the county’s existing housing. 61.5% of all units are owner-occupied,
which puts a strain on the market supply for lower-income residents who usually rent. Owner-occupied housing can be extremely high in northern
and eastern areas, like Scarsdale and Pelham Manor
reaching up to 90%. 41.4% of Westchester residents
are paying more than 30% of their income on housing.

The Anti-Discrimination Center filed a lawsuit
against Westchester County in 2006 concerning its
affordable housing crisis and failure to integrate the
county since the Fair Housing Act was created. In
2009, Westchester County reached a consent decree
with the federal government after a court ruling accused the county of not taking active steps to solve its
housing problem. Since then, some efforts have been
taken to build and encourage the construction of new,
affordable housing. In 2011, Governor Cuomo created the Homes and Community Renewal program
and has invested $800 million in Westchester county
to preserve and create affordable housing. The program created an 82-unit development in Peekskill,
with units reserved for residents making 40% to 80%
of the Area Median Income (AMI), to compliment
the Peekskill Downtown Revitalization Plan. The
state provided model ordinance provisions to local
communities with 10% of units reserved for affordability in newly constructed residential buildings.
Thirty-one towns in the county so far have adopted
model ordinances since the consent decree. However,
“The number of rent-stabilized apartments in Westchester was 26,651 in 2018, down by 2,995 from 2015
when the figure was 29,646.”19

I-287 Corridor Housing and Demographic Context at a Glance:
(ACS 2018 5-Year Estimates)

Percent of Occupied Housing Units that are Renter Occupied.

Median Household Income

Development Sites: Present-Day Context

The studio’s chosen development sites are located in
different housing contexts. Of the three municipalities, the City of White Plains has the largest share
of multi-family and renter occupied housing. However, within the immediate context of the chosen
development sites, the Fairview Crossroads site in
Greenburgh has the highest share of renter occupied
housing (43%) and multi-family housing (47%).
There is a large precedent for garden style apartment
complexes near the Crossroads site, such as the adjacent property 500 Pondside, a gated condominium
complex, as well as 131 public housing apartments
at the Greenburgh Housing Authority Maple Ave
site. The White Plains Triangle site is also located in
a census tract with a concentration of multi-family housing (57% 1 Unit, 43% multi-unit housing).
However, both the Harrison Platinum Mile Teardrop and White Plains Triangle sites are located in
census tracts with a low percentage of renter occupied housing (10% and 11% respectively). In com-

In southern Westchester, public housing authorities
in cities such as Yonkers and White Plains have taken steps to reshape the image of their developments.
Previous housing developments have been renamed
and replaced with townhouses instead of high-rise
buildings. These new design solutions helped integrate these new developments into the surrounding
neighborhood and led to a decrease in crime. Income
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Percent of Housing in Single Unit Structures

Population Density by Race/Ethnicity

-parison to the other two sites, the Platinum Mile Teardrop
is locating a unique setting. The housing that surrounds the
enclosed teardrop site is high income, large lot, and 99%
single-family homes.

These circumstances reinforce the studio’s decision to suggest a mixed income multi-family housing model for these
sites. At Fairview Crossroads, there is the possibility that
Greenburgh’s low income housing could become concentrated in this area if a fully low-income model was proposed. Challenges for high affordability are also presented
by the wealthy, low density context of Harrison. As this report has illustrated thus far, there has historically been a
widespread rejection of affordable housing developments
within wealthy areas of the county.

Both the Platinum Mile and White Plains Triangle sites are
located in majority White census tracts (76% and 78% respectively), while the Fairview Crossroads census tract is
majority (50%) Black residents. Both the Fairview Crossroads ($81k) and White Plains Triangle ($107k) sites have
median household incomes near the Westchester County
median of $93k, while the Platinum Mile site has a very
high median income of $205k.
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In meeting this housing need, opportunities will be
created for children to attend school in Westchester County’s high performing school districts. The
White Plains City School District and Greenburgh
Central School District are both small districts that
boast small class sizes (in the lower 20s on average)
and four-year high school graduation rates above
the state average (89% and 88% respectively21). The
districts are also racially diverse, with the three largest racial/ethnicity groups represented being: in
White Plains: 58% Hispanic/Latino, 22% White, and
13% Black; and in Greenburgh: 41% Hispanic/Latino, 39% Black, and 12% White22.

Key Takeaways:
• There is a large need for multi-family, renter
occupied units.
• Lack of Fair Housing enforcement: Westchester County has a long history of avoiding
multifamily and affordable unit development,
which has worsened the current need.
• Affordable housing development is concentrated primarily in the southern and eastern
sections of the county.
• The I-287 corridor offers many opportunities
for residents of affordable housing, including
safe, mixed-income, and racially diverse municipalities, and high quality school districts.

In comparison to these two school districts, the
Harrison Central School District is higher performing with a 99% four-year graduation rate and
a higher proficiency level in New York State Assessments. Class sizes are similar to the other two school
districts. The three largest racial/ethnicity groups
represented are: 65% White, 18% Hispanic/Latino,
and 12% Asian23. While Harrison is a wealthier and
higher performing school district, each district provides opportunities for children to receive a high
quality education in a diverse and uncrowded learning environment.

Cost-Burdened
Households in
Westchester
County

This map shows
widespread cost-burden throughout the
county, with many
residents spending
more than %50 of
their income on rent
or housing costs.
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1c. Westchester Transportation:
Past and Present
Westchester Transportation Past

Westchester’s transportation infrastructure has
long been the driver of its growth. Numerous
railroads arrived in the County starting in the
1840s, fueling rapid development and population growth through the end of the 19th century.24
These railroads included the County’s three currently active Metro-North Railroad (MNR) lines
(the Hudson, Harlem, and New Haven lines) and
a now-decommissioned line along the Saw Mill
River. All run North to South through Westchester County, providing residents with easy access
to New York City.25

As the number of vehicles on these highways quickly ballooned, transportation planning in Westchester turned its focus to mitigating the impacts of congestion and pollution. Daily traffic over the Tappan
Zee Bridge more than doubled between 1960 and
1980, causing frequent traffic delays and concerning
State and County leaders.29 Beginning in the 1980s
and lasting into the 2010s, politicians, business leaders, advocates, and planners explored numerous potential remedies for the congestion problem. Their
proposals included new lanes on the bridge and
Cross-Westchester Expressway, HOV lanes and demand management through toll pricing, and commuter rail, light rail, or bus rapid transit across the
Hudson and along the I-287 corridor.30

that number had fallen by 15% to 94,000 in 2018.34
After three decades of planning improvements to
the Tappan Zee Bridge and I-287 corridor, construction finally began on a replacement bridge in 2013.
While many advocates and observers criticized the
project’s omission of a public transit component
such as a rail link or bus rapid transit line, a bus
lane in each direction was ultimately included, and
the bridge was designed “not to preclude transit” in
the future.35 The new bridge – named the Mario M.
Cuomo Bridge – opened in 2018. Its eight vehicle
lanes carried over 150,000 vehicles per day in 2019,
more than double the average daily count of its predecessor in 1980 and five times its average total in
1960.36 In Westchester today, the personal automobile remains the dominant mode of travel, and traffic congestion continues to be a drain on the County’s economy and quality of life.

As County leaders debated these proposals, commuter rail in Westchester - which had been in a
gradual state of decline for much of the century - began to make a comeback. In 1983, the Metropolitan
Transportation Authority (MTA) took over Westchester’s three commuter rail lines from Conrail,
the last of a long list of private railroad companies
to operate them.31 As the MTA invested in upgrading infrastructure and improving service, ridership
boomed, more than tripling from 85,000 per day in
1983 to roughly 310,000 today.32

Starting in the 1920s and 30s, a new form of
transportation infrastructure – the automobile
parkway – arrived in Westchester, facilitating
new and more dispersed development.26 The
Bronx River, Saw Mill River, and Hutchinson
River Parkways were laid out north to south
through the Central, West, and East portions of
the county. The Cross-County Parkway connected the three, allowing for easy automobile travel
to New York City and throughout the county.

this transformation was the construction of large corporate office parks along the I-287 corridor. As historian Philip Mark
Plotch writes:

As rapid automobile and truck travel quickly
became a linchpin in the United States economy and the daily lives of millions, New York
turned to build higher-capacity “Thruways” or
“Expressways” beginning in the 1940s 27. These
roads, which later became part of the Interstate
Highway system, included the New England
Thruway (I-95), the New York Thruway (I-87),
and the Cross-Westchester Expressway (I-287).
As these highways began to open – the New York
Thruway and Tappan-Zee Bridge (I-87) in 195556, the New England Thruway (I-95) in 1958,
and the Cross-Westchester Expressway (I-287)
connecting the two in 1960 – Westchester County was transformed yet again. A central feature of

“The corridor was an ideal location for corporate headquarters
because of the Cross Westchester Expressway’s numerous entrances
and exits, connections with the interstate system, proximity to Manhattan, and easy access from desirable residential neighborhoods.
Prominent businesses such as AMF, General Foods, IBM, Nestle,
ITT, and Texaco moved their offices to a portion of the corridor in
the White Plains area known as the Platinum Mile... Between 1963
and 1971, a third of all new nonresidential construction in Westchester County took place within one and a half miles of the Cross
Westchester Expressway, even though the area had only 8 percent of
all the land in the county.”28
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In addition to its three MNR lines, Westchester is
also home to a sizable bus and paratransit network,
dubbed the “Bee-Line.” It was established by the
Westchester County Department of Transportation
in 1978 through the consolidation of numerous
private bus companies. The “Bee-Line” network includes 64 routes covering much of the County, with
a bus stop within walking distance for 65% of the
County’s residents.33 While investments and service
improvements such as the incorporation of MetroCard payment and free transfers in 2007 increased
ridership, the system has experienced ridership declines more recently – consistent with a nation-wide
trend in bus ridership. While the system averaged
111,000 weekday riders in 2013,

Metro North Railroad Station

Westchester County Transportation Present
Over the past 10 years, Westchester County has not
deviated much from its automobile-centric lifestyle.
According to census data, between 2010 to 2019,
the percentage of Westchester County commuters
who drove to work (alone and in carpools) declined
slightly from 68.1% to 65%.37 Overall, car ownership
remains high at 85.5% from 2018, a 0.3% decrease
from 2010. However, the population of the County increased during that same timespan. While
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Percent of Workers Commuting by Bus

Ridership on the three main rail lines in Westchester
County – the Harlem, Hudson, and New Haven Lines
– indicates high volumes of passengers. According to
ridership numbers from 2018, Croton-Harmon received the largest number of total weekday inbound and
outbound passengers along the Hudson Line. Along
the Harlem Line, White Plains received the largest total
number of weekday passengers. The New Haven Line
has the fewest stations in Westchester County among
the three, but each station received at least 2,500 weekday passengers.48 Ridership data by Census tract is not
available, but with five total stations within the project/
study area, the total number of average daily passengers
inbound and outbound at these stations is 22,819, a relatively small number compared to the project/study area
88,340 total commuters. Bus connections to these five
stations are limited. With the exception of the White
Plains station, no station has more than three bus line
connections.
Other forms of transportation are far less common.
Commuting rates by walking have remained consistent,
hovering around the 7% percent mark since 2010.49 Bicycling is much lower, at 0.3 %.50 Other forms of transit,
defined in the ACS and Census data as anything from
scootering to rollerblading to flying, reached its apex in
2010 at 2.9% of all commutes, but now accounts for 0.6
%.51 Given the automobile-centric lifestyles and absence
of sidewalks in many parts of the county, walkability is
a significant issue. Furthermore, bicycling is made difficult given the lack of proper infrastructure and the
county’s hilly geography. With commutes ranging between 30 to 40 minutes on average for residents within
the project/study area, walking or bicycling to their jobs
would mean much longer commutes.

Image Source: Westchestergov.com

So, while the percentage of drivers decreased by
about 3%, the number of total car commuters increased by almost one thousand from 271,317 to
272,420.38 The number of vehicles per household in
the County also increased slightly from 1.73 in 2010
to 1.80 in 2018.39

Among the census tracts in the study area, there
are high rates of car commuting, which is consistent with the County as a whole. According to the
ACS 2018 5-year estimate, 68.1% of all workers 16
and older commuted to work via automobile.42 The
ACS 2010 5-year estimate indicates that the percentage was slightly lower at 65.3% .43 That 3.2% increase
in the study/project area translates to an additional six thousand people commuting via automobile.
This consistent and growing trend of automobile use
could result from various factors, but in general, the
lack of alternatives, the ease of car ownership, and
the auto-centric design of the area make vehicle travel the dominant transportation mode.

On the other hand, alternate modes of transportation have increased in use, especially public transit. Public transit commutation rose from 20.6% to
23.8% between 2010 and 2019.40 However, within the
I-287 corridor study area, public transit ridership
has somewhat declined. According to the American
Community Survey (ACS), the percentage of public
transit commutation decreased from 19.7% to 19.1%
between 2010 and 2018.41
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While bus ridership remains popular in many parts
of the county, it falls short of being an attractive option in servicing those residing in the project/study
area. According to a 2019 survey conducted by the
county, bus ridership mostly serves people living in
cities who do not own cars.44 Only 13% percent of
Westchester County residents who commute by bus
live outside a major city. Yonkers, New Rochelle, Mt.
Vernon, White Plains, and the Bronx combined to account for 87% percent of all county bus riders).45 Additionally, 63% percent of riders do not own a car, and
25% percent own only one.46 Renters, it appears, are
more reliant on public transit than their homeowner
counterparts. According to the ACS 2018 5-year estimate, 26.2% percent of renters in the study/project
area do not own a car, compared to just 13.6% percent of homeowners.47
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Existing Transportation
Conditions at Project Sites
The Crossroads
Parking/Driving: There are 1,542 parking

spaces across a large surface lot surrounding
the buildings. The site has convenient access
to I-287 via exit 4 (at NY-100A), which is just
0.5 miles away. Downtown White Plains is
also only 2 miles away via Tarrytown Rd /
NY-119.

Transit: The site has easy access to frequent

Bee-Line bus service along Tarrytown Rd/
NY-119, where six bus routes run to and from
downtown White Plains. At peak hours, bus
riders can expect to get to or from the White
Plains Transit Center in less than 15 minutes.
See the chart below. The White Plains Metro-North (MNR) Station is 1.6 miles away to
the East.

Walking/Bicycling:

Pedestrian infrastructure around the site is
largely limited to sidewalks along Tarrytown
Rd / NY-119. These sidewalks allow pedestrian access to Downtown White Plains, which
is roughly a 30-minute walk. However, traffic
is heavy, sidewalks are not always available on
both sides of the street, and many pedestrian
crossings are unmarked. Dobbs Ferry Rd has
no sidewalks, while NY-110A has a sidewalk
that extends across the I-287 overpass to the
north and extends to Preserve Ct to the south
before ending. There is no bicycling infrastructure surrounding the site.

The Triangle

Parking/Driving: The site has 1,696 park-

ing spaces, with 1,031 on an expansive surface
parking lot the west of the building complex and
the remainder closer to the building’s main entrance to the east. The site has convenient access
to I-287 via exit 8 and Westchester Ave and is a
short drive -- roughly 2 miles -- to Downtown
White Plains.

Transit: The site’s Bee-Line bus service is com-

plicated by the fact that Westchester Ave runs
one-way on either side of I-287, and there is no
easy way for pedestrians to cross to the opposite
side of the interstate. Therefore, Routes 3, 12,
and 13 running along Westchester Ave only serve
the site in the eastbound direction. The Loop A
shuttle provides bus service to the White Plains
Transit Center in the westbound direction, but
with more than double the expected travel time
than in the eastbound direction, while Route 13
provides eastbound service to the Port Chester
MNR station. There is also access to the BeeLine’s Route 5 on North St, which provides service to both White Plains to the north and the
Harrison MNR stop to the north. Service on the
Route 5 runs at long, 30-35 minute headways at
peak hours, reducing its attractiveness as a transportation option.

Walking/Bicycling: Pedestrian Infrastructure

surrounding the site is quite limited. There is
a sidewalk along the west side of North Street
that extends to Westchester Ave and Downtown
White Plains but includes a very dangerous looking unmarked crossing of an I-287 onramp. As
mentioned above, crossing I-287 is difficult for
pedestrians, with a single sidewalk on the White
Plains Ave overpass and none at the Anderson
Hill Rd overpass. There is a sidewalk on Bryant Rd to the south, but no connecting sidewalk
along North Ave. There is no bicycle infrastructure in the surrounding area, except for painted
“sharrows” on Bryant Ave.

The Teardrop

Parking/Driving: The campus has ample parking at its numerous sites. The Hutchinson River
Parkway, I-287, and I-684 surround the site, all
of which can be accessed by vehicles fairly easily. Vehicle access to the southernmost portion of
the site at W Red Oak Ln, however, is tricky due
to Westchester Ave running only in one direction
and the lack of internal connecting roads on the
campus. This portion of the site can only be accessed by vehicle via I-287 in the eastbound direction and the Hutchinson River Parkway in the
southbound direction. Vehicle access from local
roads to the east of the site is also constrained by
a lack of connection between streets within the
site, specifically Manhattanville Rd and Corporate Park Dr, which provide access to the site from
the East and West, respectively. Local road access
from the west (to all parts of the site except W
Red Oak Ln) is provided by two I-287 overpasses
-- Bryant Ave and Corporate Park Dr.
Transit: Like the Former General Foods Site, this
site’s bus service is hamstrung by Westchester Ave
running in one-way on either side of I-287 and
the lack of infrastructure for pedestrians to cross
I-287. While eastbound bus riders could theoretically access the Corporate Park Dr section of the
site by crossing the Corporate Park Dr overpass
on foot, bus riders in any other part of the site
can only feasibly use the Bee-Line buses running
along Westchester Ave in the westbound direction. Three “Loop” routes provide bus access to
and from the White Plains Transit Center at peak
hours, but with long headways and relatively long
travel times reflecting the routes’ circuitous nature.

Key Takeaways:
• Car commuting and ownership rates remain high in Westchester County, with 65% of workers commuting by car and
85.5% of households owning at least one vehicle. The study
area is consistent with this pattern. Public transit use is higher outside the study/project area, with the most ridership in
the southern portions of Westchester.

3, 12, 13

• Around 20% of study area commuters use public transit, but
most ride Metro-North and do not take the Bee-Line bus.
Public transit use and especially bus use is highest in the
densest and most renter-heavy parts of the County.
• Other transit options such as walking and cycling are very
uncommon in the county and study area; the extent and
quality of pedestrian and bicycling facilities leaves much to
be desired at all three sites.
• While all sites are primarily car-oriented, the Crossroads
Shopping Center site has the best access to frequent bus
service to and from downtown White Plains.

Transit: Pedestrian infrastructure within and
around the site is minimal, with few sidewalks
except those between buildings and their parking
lots. Corporate Park Drive is an exception, with
a sidewalk connecting the various buildings along
that road and Westchester Ave, the Routes 2,12,
and 13 bus stop, and the Corporate Park Drive
overpass across I-287. The Bryant Ave Overpass
also has a sidewalk, but neither it nor the Corporate Park Drive overpass connects to a sidewalk
network on the other side of I-287.
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1d. Government and
Community Analysis

Westchester County Industrial Development
Agency

Westchester County Municipalities

The Westchester County Industrial Development Agency
(IDA) is a public benefit corporation governed by the Public
Authorities Law of the State of New York designed to encourage economic development through financial incentive. In
2019, the Westchester county IDA invested $1.6 billion county-wide, spurring the creation of 2,800 residential units. Much
of this investment was directed toward office park adaptive
reuse projects along the I-287 corridor.56 The Westchester
county IDA offers a variety of financial incentives to eligible businesses, including sales tax exemptions, tax-exempt
bond financing, and payment in lieu of taxes. The Westchester county IDA is not involved in land use decision making,
but rather in project financing and procurement. Businesses
seeking these incentives must complete a preliminary eligibility and approval process in consultation with Westchester
county IDA staff. If the project in question is deemed eligible, the Westchester county IDA board must make a formal
determination on the project and, if the project is accepted,
provide notice to the relevant locality and the public.57

Affordable housing developers at the proposed development sites will
need to operate in the political sphere, forming working relationships
with government and other civic actors especially at the municipal and
county levels. Understanding the complexity of local government in
Westchester county can help developers better navigate land use and taxation procedures while avoiding potential procedural pitfalls.
In Westchester county, like much of New York State, localities are categorized under a hierarchy of administrative divisions, including cities, villages, towns, or hamlets. The distinction between these is fundamentally
based on their respective forms of government, but other characteristics
distinguish them as well, like population size, land area, and level of autonomy. The proposals of this report include development sites in the
following localities:
•
•
•

Town of Greenburgh
City of White Plains
Town/Village of Harrison

The authority of Westchester county’s municipalities vary depending on
their administrative division. Cities, towns, villages, and hamlets each
have different levels of authority with respect to taxation and land use.
Developers should consider how they differ and relate to the county government.

Certain localities in Westchester county have local IDAs, including Mount Vernon, New Rochelle, Yonkers, and Peekskill.58 However, the City of White Plains and the Village/
Town of Harrison - the localities in which this report’s proposals are sited - do not have local IDAs and are reliant on the
Westchester county IDA to induce development. While this
is not a significant limitation, it means that project proposals
in these localities must be drafted and executed in close consultation with not only municipal officials but also county
officials.

Heirarchy of Westchester Municipalities

Image Source: Westchestergov.com

Key Players
Town of Greenburgh: The Crossroads Shopping Center is
55

52

54
53
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an unincorporated area in the town of Greenburgh; the area is
governed by the Greenburgh’s Town Board.59 Greenburgh has
six villages and unincorporated land that is part of the town but
not part of any village. Greenburgh’s Town Board is composed
of a town Supervisor and four council members.60 The town of
Greenburgh adopted a Comprehensive Plan in 2016.
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Town/Village of Harrison: Our area of study is referred

to as the “Teardrop” and it is in the neighborhoods of West
Harrison and Purchase within the Town/Village of Harrison.61 The Town/Village of Harrison is governed by a Town
Board composed of a Supervisor/Mayor and

four Councilmembers. The Town Board “is a legislative body responsible
for setting policy, adopting the annual budget, approving contracts and
expenditures, enacting laws and resolutions, and overseeing the general operation of the town.”62 Harrison currently has a Town Planner, Pat
Cleary. Cleary is responsible for “providing advice and guidance to all
land use boards, reviewing all land use applications and providing review
memoranda, prepar[ing] land use and planning studies for the Town
[...] and coordinat[ing] land use decisions and policies with neighboring
communities and Westchester County.”63 Harrison adopted a Comprehensive Plan in 2013.

development projects and all zoning amendments per County charter,
final approval on local land use decisions rests with the Common Council. Westchester County maintains land use authority only over the land
they own in White Plains, however, the county is still required to seek a
streamlined city approval for certain land use actions to demonstrate that
the proposed use serves a regular government function.68 White Plains
also has a seven-person Planning Board, the members of which are appointed by the Mayor. White Plains adopted a Comprehensive Plan in
2006 and most recently completed a Comprehensive Plan update in 2012.

How Land Use and Zoning Decisions are Made in White Plains 69, 70, 71, 72

How Land Use and Zoning Decisions are Made in Harrison and Greenburgh64

Local Community & Civic Groups
City of White Plains: The City of White Plains has a system of gov-

ernance in which the Mayor has a strong role and power is divided between the Mayor and the Common Council.65 The Common Council,
which consists of the Mayor and six Council members, governs White
Plains.66 The Mayor has one vote on the seven-person Common Council
and appoints the various departmental Commissioners for the city. This
is relevant to land use and development because when a developer wants
to build or redevelop the first point of contact with the City is typically the Planning Commissioner and/or his Chief of Staff, both appointed
officials serving in the Mayor’s Administration.67 While the Westchester
County Planning Board maintains advisory authority over large scale
development projects and all zoning amendments per County charter,
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Town of Greenburgh: Permanent neighborhood associations, such

as the Hartsdale Neighbors Association, are prevalent in Greenburgh.73
There is also a group in Greenburgh called Edgemont 2020 that is working to incorporate an area of Greenburgh into a village.74 The goals of
incorporation seem to be to gain the authority to use taxes from the area
exclusively for Edgemont and to avoid contributing financially to the
broader unincorporated Greenburgh municipality. The area of proposed
incorporation is near the Crossroads Shopping Center but does not include it.75

White Plains: In White Plains, the city partners closely with a variety

of strong community groups and neighborhood associations.76 The government of White Plains relies on its relationship with affordable housing
advocates to help spread the message that affordable housing does not
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advocates to help spread the message that affordable housing does not
just benefit the residents of the housing, but the city more broadly.77
Neighborhood associations and local non-profits are particularly influential in White Plains such as El Centro Hispano, a local non-profit that
advocates for Hispanic residents county-wide.78 The White Plains Council of Neighborhood Associations acts as an executive group of all neighborhood representatives. El Centro Hispano has been in Westchester
since 1974; among other responsibilities, El Centro Hispano maintains
a current list of available and legal affordable units on the private market
in Westchester. This list provides a valuable service for people looking for
legal, safe and affordable apartments in White Plains.79

30% to 49% of income on rent and 42% pay 50% or more of income on rent. Local
municipalities should strategically reach out to and organize these cost burdened
renters to advocate for more affordable housing in these areas.

Key Takeaways:
Challenges:

Community opposition to proposed
housing, Yonkers, 1988
Image Source: newyorktimes.com

• The governing structure in Westchester County is very complicated. There are many stakeholders and little transparency with
respect to taxing and operating authority. The Industrial Development Agency similarly lacks transparency. The lack of clarity
around how government functions and where decision-making
power lies benefits those already in power and stymies progressive change.
• Westchester County has a complex and strong system of home
rule governance. Local governments are able to disregard county-level advice and initiatives to increase affordable housing.

Solutions:
• With our changing economy and political leadership, there may
be new stakeholders in Westchester who see opportunity in
building for equity, sustainability, and affordability. Westchester
County leadership should work to identify and organize those
stakeholders.
Fair Housing Advocates
Protest at County Exec’s Office

Image Source: SocialExplorer

The high percentage of renters in the census tracts of our sites who pay
more than 30% of income on rent indicates that there could be a political constituency that is ready and willing to organize for more affordable
housing. In Census Tract 109.03, which contains the Crossroads Shopping Center in Greenburgh, out of 741 renter-occupied housing units,
18% of renter-occupied units pay 30% to 49% of income on rent and 21%
pay 50% or more of income on rent. In Census Tract 97.02, which contains the White Plains Triangle site, out of 126 renter-occupied housing
units, 7% pay 30% to 49% of income on rent and 38% pay 50% or more of
income on rent. Finally, in Census Tract 86.02, which contains the Teardrop site in Harrison, out of 129 renter-occupied units, 0% pay
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• Westchester County should develop a mobilization strategy to
leverage the new liberal political forces in Westchester. The County and municipal governments should create strategic media and
communication plans in anticipation of community backlash. The
County and municipal governments should formalize the working
structures with nonprofit organizations to build capacity for citizens to engage in and influence the political process.
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Westchester County: Parcel-Based Land Use

1e. Zoning and Land-Use:
Westchester County
Westchester County, New York, has an intricate hierarchy of authority regarding zoning and land use. New York State maintains a “home rule” law that provides local municipalities with control over local policy and planning issues.80
While each municipality has the authority to determine its zoning ordinance,
changes in zoning and land use may be brought to the Westchester County
Planning Board to be reviewed and assessed. The board can provide recommendations that may guide zoning and land use decisions.
Westchester County is mostly made up of residential land uses. In particular,
residential land use makes up 43% of the county’s land area, with 35% Single-Family residences.81 The remainder is occupied by mixed-use land, commercial uses, transportation, utilities, manufacturing, open space, and vacant
land. While there are various uses throughout the county’s land area, single-family housing remains prevalent. The I-287 corridor provides the county
with a great mixture of land uses, ideal for redevelopment and less restrictive
for our proposals. The report focuses on the Town of Greenburgh, the Town/
Village of Harrison, and the City of White Plains.

Study Areas

Image Source: Westchestergov.com
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Town of Greenburgh

Town/Village
of Harrison

In the Town of Greenburgh, over
27% of the land accounts for Single
Family residential use, with less than
0.5% for Two & Three Family and
Multi-Structure Properties, and about
5.5% for Condominiums, Apartments
& Multi-Family residential use.82 Our
site’s land use provides for Commercial
and Retail uses, with some residential
uses including Two & Three Family and
Multi-Structure Properties. The site resides in an Urban Renewal (UR) zoning district.83 According to the town’s
zoning ordinance, “no development
on a site may be approved until a comprehensive development plan for such
a site shall first have been approved by
the Town Board after a public hearing.”
84
While this requires our proposal process to undergo extra screening, it may
be beneficial for the project to be scrutinized to better serve the community.

In the Town/Village of Harrison, over
36% of the land accounts for Single-Family residential use, with less
than 2% for Two & Three Family and
Multi-Structure Properties, and less
than 0.5% for Condominiums, Apartments & Multi-Family residential use.
85
The site our proposal is analyzing
in this municipality is quite complex.
It provides for Mixed-Use, Office and
Research, Commercial and Retail, Institutional and Public Assembly, and
Transportation, Communication and
Utilities. The site is zoned as a Special
Business (SB-0) zoning district.86 This
district is intended to house business
and commercial uses but includes
some residential uses. This is a healthy
mixture of land uses that could allow
for a broader master-planned community.

Image Source: Westchestergov.com
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City of White Plains
Lastly, in the City of White Plains,
about 29% of the land accounts for
Single-Family residences, with less
than 3% for Two & Three Family and
Multi-Structure Properties, and less
than 5% for Condominiums, Apartments & Multi-Family residential
use.87 The site our proposal is analyzing provides for Office and Research,
Public Parks and Parkway Lands, and
Transportation, Communication and
Utilities. While there is not much complexity here, it is essential to note that a
vast majority of the land on this site is
being used for parking and open space,
which is ideal for infill development.
This site offers ample opportunity if the
existing Office and Research tenants
are kept intact. The site is zoned as a
Campus Office (C-O) district.88 The underused open space and parking could
be a strong case for rezoning the area
to permit residential development. The
existing uses will continue to enrich
this area and harmonize with new uses.
This will be beneficial for both existing
and incoming tenants.

The chart above illustrates a more detailed description of each site’s
zoning district and requirements. Understanding the current zoning context will allow us to see how we may enact zoning changes
to better accommodate our proposals.

Key Takeaways:
• The municipalities of Westchester County follow the
“home-rule” and can determine their own zoning and
land use decisions.
• Single Family residential land use is prevalent
throughout the county. In particular, our proposed development areas have a scarcity of Multi-Family residential and Mixed-Use land uses.
• All of the sites are not currently zoned for residential
uses but can be rezoned to house more residential
development that will enrich the area.
Image Source: Westchestergov.com
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Growing
Westchester:
Converting Underutilized
Property into Housing

2

2a. Public Engagement
Community Concerns on Affordable Housing
The rise of suburbia across America in the 1950’s was largely fueled by
discriminatory policies that continue to affect how suburban residents
think today. The Federal Housing Administration (FHA) and the government-sponsored Home Owners’ Loan Corporation (HOLC) both implemented policies that aided the discrimination of low-income people of
color, especially Black people, in the real estate market. HOLC’s establishment of residential security maps placed low values on neighborhoods of
color. The FHA used these maps in order to provide citizens with loans to
own or improve their homes. Residents who lived in low-valued neighborhoods, as determined by HOLC’s resident security map, very rarely received loans from the FHA92. Typically, low-valued neighborhoods
were defined by the presence of low-income, foreign-born, and Black residents.93 Even residents living in neighborhoods with a mixture of races
were less likely to receive loans. This kept suburban neighborhoods homogenous both by race and by class.
The same sentiments felt over 70 years ago are still apparent today. In a Board of Trustees meeting for the Village of Tarrytown located in Westchester County, some residents expressed their concern over
increasing population and proposed affordable housing developments
mentioned in Tarrytown’s 2018 Comprehensive Plan.94 Those who voiced
their concerns cited increased traffic congestion, allocation of taxes, and
population density as their main issues. A few sought to maintain the
historical value of the village’s architecture by straying away from new
development altogether. While many were concerned and perhaps ill-informed about affordable housing in the village, the board was adamant
in striving to provide additional affordable housing in a market that is
constrained by high demands, especially of affordable units.
While many suburban residents have been led to believe that affordable housing is detrimental to their neighborhoods, others are beginning to see this is not the case. President Donald Trump has pushed the
idea that affordable housing development in suburban communities will
lead to a decrease in property values and an increase in crime.95 However, this is contrary to the lived experience of suburban residents. In
the example of New Berlin, Wisconsin, a suburban community, residents
were weary of “low-cost housing people.”96 They believed, as President
Trump and past suburban residents did, that affordable housing would
bring crime and lower property values. However, the new housing attracted working-class people that defied these stereotypes and had nearly
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Image Source:

Residential Security Forms

These forms were used to steer
applicants to particular neighborhoods
based on racial characteristics.

Home Owner’s Loan Corporation Map

Image Source: dsl.richmond.edu

Which may be indicative of a future increased
shortage of housing in general97. With increased
focus on single-family housing, it is imperative
that Westchester County begin to shift their focus
on providing multi-family affordable housing for
the minority population. This will support the
growing population and ensure that future housing developments are equitably planned.

Currently, Westchester County is mandated to
include affordable housing in all future housing
development, with the support of federal tax
credits. In addition, with the coronavirus pandemic looming, the more affluent residents of
New York City have begun to move outward to
less-dense suburban communities. In one year,
the county “saw 11.7% more single-family sales,”
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Planning an Equitable Proposal

The full survey questionnaire and results can be
found in the Appendix of the report - key findings are summarized as follows:

In preparation for our comprehensive plan, the
studio team facilitated one-on-one interviews
with current affordable housing residents to better understand best practices as it relates to housing redevelopment. We worked with the Municipal Housing Authority for the City of Yonkers
(MHACY) to identify residents who were willing
to share their experiences with us. We interviewed
13 residents residing in 12 buildings across Yonkers and inquired about a variety of topics including transportation, recreation, community, the
neighborhood, and apartment structure. We held
these meetings via phone conference to comply
with COVID-19 restrictions ensuring the safety
of all participants.
Although the interview pool was limited, the residents coming from different buildings
allowed for a broad capture of opinions and experiences in affordable housing. The one-on-one
interviews were personal and engaging in a way
that a group meeting/focus group might not have
allowed. The information learned was reviewed
by the entire studio team and consulted repeatedly during the development of the proposal. Every
best practice has been carefully incorporated into
our report.

•

Proximity to transportation and supermarkets, size appropriate apartments, and accessibility to green space were very important to
the residents.

•

Increased frequency of maintenance and upkeep was a common complaint/request.

•

Townhouses and smaller buildings are preferred to larger buildings as it fosters a sense
of community.

The research has some limitations, the interview
pool was small and a more robust understanding
of best practices could have been derived from a
larger sample size. Despite that, the results were
promising and we recommend that this type of
community engagement with all affordable housing development proposals moving forward.

Key Takeaways:
•

Past community engagement has been dominated only by the community who lives in the town
where infrastructure was being built. Our broader proposal allows us to engage with the residents
who might one day live in these affordable housing units as well ensuring that we are up accounting for the ever-changing demographics of Westchester County.

•

The biggest successes of affordable housing as per Yonkers residents are proximity to community
resources, accessability to green space, and size-appropriate apartments.This can be achieved
by thoughtful site selection.

•

The best practices learned from the community engagement informed many aspects of the final
proposal, and should be considered essential for any successful development.
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The words above are color-coded based on resident
testimonies of best practices in the following categories:
White – Transportation
Light blue – Apartment/Neighborhood
Dark Green – Access to Community Resources
Light Green – Considerations in Future Development
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2b. Environmental Concerns and
Construction Opportunities

NYSDEC are largely for new development but alternatives are offered
where compliance with sizing criteria present a challenge. As adaptive
reuse projects, our three final site selections are applicable for alternative
SMPs.
Our proposals are largely medium density affordable housing units atop
asphalt making it difficult to reduce impervious surface on the sites.
Therefore, the plan can propose that a minimum of 25% water quality
volume can be treated by the implementation of green infrastructure (GI)
techniques. GI practices should be targeted for areas with greatest pollution potential such as parking areas. An emphasis will be placed on GI
practices that are both effective and affordable.

Environmental Challenges
Redevelopment of previously developed urban sites is generally encouraged from an environmental protection standpoint as it provides the opportunity to conserve natural resources.98 Redevelopment also provides
the opportunity to correct any existing issues in older developed areas.
Our final site selections along the I-287 Corridor are particularly attractive due to the minimal environmental concerns anticipated as they are
not former landfill sites. As per standard design and construction practice
the sites should undergo environmental testing and investigative work to
confirm the absence of contaminated soil and lead/asbestos. In consultation with David Kvinge, the Director of Environmental Planning at the
Westchester County Planning Department, sewer connection capacity is
unlikely to be an issue for the county. Our proposed sites add a little bit
of density to the area but the county currently has two sewer treatment
plants without capacity issues.
Flood
Zone

Incorporating Artful GI
Two of the three proposals include green space design allowing for installation of creative GI practices that double as amenities to be incorporated into the site. Artful rainwater design allows stormwater management to be a resource as opposed to a problem, responds to regulatory
demands, and manages runoff in responsible ways.99 This new approach
to urban drainage allows for quality and quantity issues to be handled
together with thoughtful design of an amenity enhancing a site’s attractiveness and value. Artful rain design show’s a demonstrated track
record of robust, effective, and maintainable designs and it is part of
our recommendation that this type of GI be factored into a final plan.

Remediation
Program

Infrastructure opportunities:

Environmental Opportunities
Retrofitting existing urban sites is easier than new development projects
as environmental regulations are less restrictive. The redevelopments
should be designed to increase on-site stormwater infiltration reducing
the burden on Westchester County’s wastewater treatment system and
County waterways. Stormwater Management Practices (SMPs) for redevelopment requires 25% site reduction of impervious surfaces with
encouragement to maximize the on-site treatment that is feasible given
any site constraints present. Designing for resiliency today should not be
limited to standard stormwater capture planning, but instead preparation
for increasingly-severe weather events. Technical standards outlined by
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Green Infrastructure
in New York City

Image Source: NYC Department of
Environmental Protection, NYCWater

Across the three proposed project sites, sustainable infrastructure can
provide many long-term cost savings. Not only can strategic infrastructure planning provide savings in operating costs, but it also can allow the
developer to demonstrate a material commitment to environmental consciousness. While sustainable infrastructure may come at a premium, the
short and long-term benefits include code compliance, ease in securing
financing, aesthetics, tax incentives, and market recognition.
The following guiding principles provide the basis of a comprehensive
framework for sustainable infrastructure opportunities that can be applied to each of the three proposed project sites:
•

LEED certification

•

Building Siting

•
•

Sustainable Building Materials
Solar Orientation/Comprehensive Roof Plan
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Solar Orientation/Comprehensive Roof Plan

LEED Certification
The cornerstone of this sustainable infrastructure framework will be the
goal of achieving LEED Neighborhood Development certification. LEED
is a certification program designed to optimize the development of new
and redevelopment of existing buildings for energy efficiency. While
LEED certification in many instances requires a greater level of up-front
investment, sustainable infrastructure creates opportunities for longterm operating savings. The LEED rating of projects at any of these three
sites will depend on the ability of developers to cover these initial costs.100
Image Source: bauder.co.uk

Sustainable Building Materials

Activating Natural Resources

Site developers should be encouraged to consider the environmental impact of building materials, including their sourcing to transportation,
and take concrete action to mitigate any impact on the environment. This
may include using construction materials that are locally or regionally
cultivated or manufactured, using recycled materials, and salvaging materials that are already present on the site.101

Each of the proposed development sites present opportunities for daylighting or activating natural resources. At the Crossroads site, there exists an opportunity to daylight and activate an existing concrete channel
to create an interactive and eco-aesthetic amenity along the northern
perimeter of the site. Developers should consider investing in existing
resources like the concrete channel and incorporating them into their
final plans.

Building Siting
As adaptive reuse projects, each of the proposals meets the basic criteria
of sustainable building siting in that they each are proposed redevelopments of previously developed land.102 However, each of the sites includes
some tree cover and other undeveloped spaces. Prospective site developers should aim to develop within the footprint of previously developed
spaces, protecting and integrating undeveloped spaces into their proposals, and creating new greenspaces on previously developed spaces.

While developing site plans, developers should consider block orientation
and building orientation to optimize rooftops for solar capture.103Moreover, a comprehensive roof plan can integrate stormwater capture capacity, usable public and semi-private outdoor space, and solar capacity
in one setting, greatly improving the functionality of development site
rooftops. The developer’s commitment to environmental consciousness
would be showcased on these multifunctional rooftops. An important
caveat: given the gas moritorium in Westchester County, developer may
have to prioritize roof use for utility purposes, such as condenser fields,
to support electric HVAC.

Image Source: greenroofsnyc.com

Image Source: ZinCo Canada

Key Takeaways:
•

Redevelopment of urban sites is encouraged as new
developments can take away from dwindling natural resources. Our site selections are not former landfill sites
or on wetlands safely allowing the assumption that environmental concerns will be minimal.

•

While sustainable infrastructure comes at a premium, the
short and long-term benefits include code compliance,
ease in securing financing, tax incentives, aesthetics,
and market recognition.

•

Retrofitting existing urban sites is easier as the regulations are less restrictive. Although reduction of impervious surface will be unlikely, the 25% state requirement
of runoff reduction can be met through design of artful
green infrastructure practices

Image Source: Thomas Zaar, White Arkitekter
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2c. Design Guidelines

A - Attention to context

The following section offers a collection of guidelines to support the design of
new residential communities in underutilized areas along the I-287 corridor.
These guidlines are not meant to stand in for a detailed form-based code,
but rather to provide a set of general principles that can inform the design of
high-quality multifamily residential development in previously non-residential
areas. Office parks and shopping centers represent big opportunities for new
development, and their wide open spaces and vast parking lots permit a considerable degree of freedom when imagining new uses for these sites. Because of
this, the most critical design challenge lies not in deciding the forms and facades
of individual structures, but in creating a place where prospective residents will
want to live.
Design guidelines should be strong and clear enough to ensure that new developments further the vision for a Westchester County with better and more
diverse housing options, but also flexible enough to allow for innovative,
site-specific solutions. Any set of guidelines or form-based codes should focus
on designing in positive elements, rather than designing out negative ones.
This document should serve to uplift and support the architects and designers
involved in the project, and avoid over-burdening them with restrictions.

Objectives

A-1 Natural Features
The natural features of each site, including rock outcroppings, slopes,
water elements and wooded areas, can provide aesthetic enhancement and
also serve a practical purpose in visual screening and sound attentuation.
Where possible, these features should be preserved and utilized.
A-2 Massing / Orientation
Where proposed buildings will be taller than those in the surrounding
area, new structures should ‘step up’ gradually to the new heights. This can
be achieved through incremental massing, breaks in building facades, or
even through trees and site plantings, and will create a smoother transition
between building heights. If possible, windows and balconies should be
oriented to maxmimize sunlight throughout the year, and to take advantage of views and sight lines. Where new construction abuts historically
and/or architecturally significant buildings, massing should be considered
to avoid a visually jarring juxtaposition.
A-1: Natural Features
Rocky cliffs, trees, and
shrubs in the Teardrop.

A-4 Identifying Potential Hazards
Steep slopes, busy streets and highways, and sub-optimal views should
be considered and mitigated where possible. Park spaces and pedestrian
routes should be screened and insulated from roadways with heavy traffic.

Each new development should be thought of as a unique design excercise, and
customized solutions should be prioritized over standard, cookie-cutter options.
With that said, there are several over-arching concepts that can help organize a
successful design approach:

Attention to Context

New developments should carefully consider the character of the imediate site and
surrounding community, being designed in a way that enhances and compliments these
surroundings.

B - Connectivity & Mobility
B-1 Universal Design
When considering the accesibility of a site, the landscape, pedestrian
spaces, building circulation and interiors should all strive to meet and
exceed the standards laid out in the Americans with Disabilites Act (ADA).
Elements of the site should provide for the needs of people of all ages and
ability levels. Projects specifically catering to seniors or those with special
needs may need to explore even more robust accessibility features.

Connectivity & Mobility

Special thought should be given to how residents and visitors will move around this new
space, considering both internal circulation and connections to the adjacent neighborhood amenities and transit nodes.

Thoughtful Placemaking

Design features - including site amenities, open space, and architecture - should be implemented in way that not only provides residents with practical, tangible benefits, but
also creates a place that they can relate to, identify with, and enjoy.

Integrating Public & Private Realm

Care should be taken in designing both public and private elements, with particular
attention given to how these two interface with one another. The development should
provide residents with a sense of privacy and safety, but also engage with it’s surroundings and create new, vibrant public spaces.
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A-3 Contextual Aesthetics
New developments can better relate to their surroundings by picking up
on and incorporating architectural details, natural colors and shapes, and
other visual elements on the immediate site and in nearby areas.

A-3: Visual Cues
Unique design elements near
the White Plains triangle site.

B-2 Entrances
Primary entrances should be visually emphasized and accessible from either the street or internal pedestrian pathway. Entrances should be oriented towards amenities, commonly utilized pedestrian routes, and parking.
Accessibility is a priority, and ramps should be included where at-grade
entrances are not possible.
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B-3 Pedestrian Circulation
Pedestrian-only pathways facilitate circulation by connecting site elements like parks, building entrances, vehicular parking and other amenities. These pathways can turn inwards, creating a more private epxerience,
or expand the public space component of a project, adding new passive
green space and enhancing dynamic shopping / recreation areas.
Pedestrian pathways should be separated from vehicular circulation
routes. Where pathways cross streets that are used by cars, a change in
grade, paving material or color should demarcate this crossing and give
priority to the pedestrian.
B-4

C-3 A Mix of Uses
A variety of uses leads to a more dynamic experience for residents and visitors alike. Retail space can provide discrete on-site amenities for residents,
or become regional shopping desinations for the surrounding neighborhood. Where appropriate, space for schools, childcare, clinics and other
medical services should be provided. These enhance the range of services
offered on-site, and reduce the need for additional travel time.
Image source: AHBE Landscape Architects

C-2: Building Orientation
The buildings at this site in Los Angeles have been arranged to form
a generous internal courtyard with
connections to adjacent streets
and sidewalks.

Multi-Modal Transit Connections
Wherever possible, developments should facilitate their residents’ access
to nearby public transit options. Site and building entrances can be oriented to shorten walking distances, and pathways should provide access
to nearby bus/shuttle stops. In many parts of Westchester County, a Metro
North station may not be within walking distance. (Ideally, transit connections would be available within a 5-minute walk of the development
- or about 1,000ft). In these cases, other transit modes need to be explored
and supported, including bus service, shuttle connections between transit
nodes, and new mobility solutions like bike, scooter, and car-share programs.

D - Integrating Public & Private Realm

B-5 Bikeability
Easily accessible and secure bicycle parking (both indoor and outdoor)
should be included when appropriate. Efforts should be made to connect
the project site with adjacent cycling paths and/or shared roadways.

Image source: WhiteFlint.org / BF Saul

C-3: Mixed-use Public Plaza
Ground floor retail and an attractive, shaded public plaza create a
high-quality shopping experience.

C - Thoughtful Placemaking
C-1 Useable Outdoor Space
Outdoor space, both public and private, should be carefully designed to
actually encourage and permit a variety of uses. Seating areas, recreational spaces, and planted areas should be easily accessilbe, centrally located,
and high-quality. Spaces can differentiated for use by people with different
needs and ability levels, ie: controlled play space for young children, active
recreation space for teens and young adults, and quiet spaces with supportive seating options for seniors. Private outdoor space should be practical
and generous where possible, and decorative balconies should be avoided.
C-2 Building Clusters
The arrangement of buildings on the site can create ‘outdoor rooms’ and
shared open spaces that foster a sense of place and allow for social interaction with neighbors. Buildings can also be clustered to form outdoor malls
and shopping streets/courtyards. Developments should avoid monolithic
massing that creates a stark divide between the building and the rest of the
site.
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C-4 Distinctive Architecture
Architectural elements can give a development a sense of identity and visual continuity, and should be designed to mesh with surrounding neighborhood fabric, but also to differentiate the site as a unique space. Within the
site, the use of color and distinctive structural elements can add variety to
individual buildings and units.

Image source: Marin County
Community Development Agency

C-2: Pocket Neighborhoods
Clustered development around
shared park space creates opportunities for social interaction and
fosters a sense of place

Image source: Watry Design, Inc.

D-1: Utilize Parking structures &
Roof Space
The tops of buildings and parking
structures can serve double-duty
as active/passive recreation space,
or as green roofs.

D-1 Multipurpose Infrastructure
Developments in formerly commercial areas will need the support of infrastructural elements not usually associated with residential neighborhoods,
like parking structures and stormwater management systems. Infrastructure
should not interrupt the pedestrian experience or detract from the aesthetic
quality of the landscape. Where possible, infrastructure should serve a dual
role; adding green space or providing recreational opportunities.
D-2 Privacy
Transforming an office park or shopping center into a neighborhood takes
more than a zoning variance; any successful development needs to provide
residents with the sense of privacy that is associated with desirable residential areas. There should be layers of semi-private space deliniating separations between housing units and shared spaces. Building orientation can
create secluded outdoor rooms that offer refuge from busier public areas.
D-3 Softening Borders
Perhaps the greatest overarching design challenge involved in this nature of
development is making the development feel like a natural extension of the
existing neighborhood fabric, and not as if a series of buildings were simply dropped into a parking lot or other previously vacant space. To achieve
this, special care should be taken when designing boundaries and edges;
abrupt transitions and mobility barriers should be avoided. Borders should
be porous, maintain open sight lines and facilitate a seamless pedestrian
experience.
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Design Checklist
A-1

Natural Features

Natural elements of the site are considered in design, enhanced and showcased where possible.

A - Context
B - Connectivity
C - Placemaking
D - Public/Private
Integration

Massing / Orientation

A-2 Building placement is carefully considered; massing is sensitive to surrounding context and
building heights gradually increase to ‘step up’ from existing adjacent structures.

A-3 Contextual Aesthetics

Architectural elements respond to neighborhood context and act as a visual compliment to surroundings.

A-4 Identifying Potential Hazards

Less desirable elements on site are visually-screened and mitigated where possible.

Universal Design
B-1 The entire development meets and excedes ADA standards, providing universal experience for users of all
ability levels

B-2 Entrances

Building entrances are oriented to street grid and reduce walking time to nearby amenities, where possible.
Development entrances are generous, welcoming, and clearly defined.

The
Triangle

P

A Place for Families

The expansive parking lot occupying this site
is transformed into an attractive micro-neighborhood with amenities for all ages. Residential
buildings are oriented around generous shared
green spaces, and automotive uses are pushed
to the periphary, creating a safe central area for
young children and famillies.

P

P

P

Context & Connectivity

Because this site is ringed by major roadways and
spatially isolated from the rest of White Plains, a key
design challenge lies in finding ways for the development to relate to it’s surrounding neighborhood
fabric. Aesthetic choices in building facades (and even
play equipment) can echo architectural elements in
adjacent neighborhoods and in the office complex to
the southeast. Alternate transportation options are
supported, facilitating easy connections to the heart
of Dowtown White Plains, less than a mile away, and
other destinations in Westchester County.

B-3 Pedestrian Circulation

Central Lawn
Playground
Bioswales
Bicycle Parking
Carshare Program

4-6 Story Residential
with parking podium
Residential Retrofit
Pedestrian Path / Plaza

Ample space is allocated for direct pedestrian routes. Priority is given to pedestrians over automobiles
within the development. Street crossings are clearly demarcated.

Roadway / Parking

B-4 Multi-Modal Transit Connections

Park Space/ Plantings/
Bioswales

The development facilitates connections to public transit, and explores on-site alternatives where possible.

Foothpath Connection
P Parking Structure
Mature Trees
Street Connection
Quiet Glen
Indoor Pool
Historic Home/ Community Center

B-5 Bikeability

Abundant bicycle parking is included and bike share programs are implemented where possible.

Useable Outdoor Space
C-1 Special care is taken to ensure that residents can relate to/use public spaces. Outdoor amenities cater to a

The
Teardrop

variety of ages and interestes.

C-2 Building Clusters

Where possible, buildings are oriented to create streetscapes, frame public spaces, and enhance retail
experience.

Platinum Mile Residences

C-3 Mix of Uses

Where possible, the development incorporates a variety of uses and multi-generational amenities.

C-4 Distinctive Architecture

Buildings feature distinctive color palette, materials, vertical elements that form sense of identity.

D-1 Multipurpose Infrastructure

Site infrastructure is unobstrusive and where possible, serves double-duty as green space or other amenity.

D-2 Privacy

The development provides residents with layers of private and semi-private spaces where that are restful,
safe & secluded.

D-3 Softening Borders

Borders between the development and surrounding neighborhood are both clearly-defined and porous,
feeling organic and integrated.

P

The Teardrop site development plan favors a lighter touch,
utilizing existing structures and working with the natural
features of the site (dense, wooded areas and gently rolling
elevation). The result is a housing situation ideally suited
for senior residents or anyone seeking a peaceful, secluded home nestled amongst the trees of the ‘Platinum Mile’
district.

Context & Connectivity

The existing site context drives the design of this development,
preserving the mature trees and pleasant natural features that
make it unique and desireable. Even small changes, like the short
roadway and footpath connections, can greatly improve access to
the many high-quality neighborhood amenities that the greater
Teardrop area offers. The beautiful historic home on this site serves
as a community center for both development and the Teardrop as
a whole, hosting events and performances, and fostering a sense of
neighborhood identity for this increasingly residential area.

The
Crossroads
A New Town Center

This potential site plan for the Crossroads Shopping Center site recommends a fresh start, envisioning the nearly
30-acre site as a tabula rasa where phased developments
create a new town center for the Fairview neighbohood.

Bioswales

Images source: Landscape Structures

2-5 Play Area

Play equipment for
younger children, with
seating for parents
and caretakers

5-12 Play Area
More challenging
play equipment for
older children.

Streetscapes
incorporate green
infrastructue
elements like
bioswales to
manage stormwater, provide visual
interest, and screen
utilities.

Bus Stop
Seating Area
Entry Plaza

A welcoming main
entrance, aligned with
new crosswalk and
traffic signal, greets
returning residents and
visitors arriving on foot
or by bus.

Seating shelter and real-time
arrival information makes
transit an integral part of the
site program.

Bicycle
Parking

Ample bicycle parking
for residents & visitors.
Can also facilitate bike
share programs.

Retail
Marketplace

Pedestrian-oriented
shopping experience.

Public Plaza with
moveable seating

A raised seating area with
movable chairs and cafe
tables.

Image source: Mill Creek Residential

Riparian
Landscape

Placemaking

The Crossroads at Fairview activates this prime space
at the heart of the neighborhood’s commercial district.
A mix of uses and densities, combined with distinctive
architecture, creates a unique sense of place. Offering
something for everyone, the Crossroads will be a destination for the ommunity and a dynamic, desirable place
to call home.

The channelized stream
bordering the site is expanded and planted with native
species, showcasing this
natural resource and enhancing views to the North
and East.

P

Integrating
Public & Private

Thoughtful site planning will be necessary to support a
new neighborhood on this site that feels authentic and
accessible. Building orientation and pedestrian paths
serve as layers of demarcation that create lively public
spaces while simultanesouly offering private places of
quiet refuge for residents. Abundant space is allocated
for pedestrian circulation and is clearly seperated from
car-oriented areas. Infrastructural ele ments like stormwater management systems and parking structues can
double as decorative and recreational amenities.

P

P

P

4-6 Story Residential
with parking podium
2-3 Story Residential
Ground-Floor Retail
Pedestrian Path / Plaza
Roadway / Parking
Park Space/ Plantings/
Bioswales

P

Parking Structure

Seating Area
Central
Green Space

Unprogrammed open
lawn for ball-playing or
picnicking.

2-3 Story
‘Townhouse’
Apartments

4-6 StoryCourtyard
Apartments

2nd Floor
Courtyard

Pedestrian
Pathways

Raised
Crossings

Passive recreation area with
conversation pockets and
accessible companion seating.

Parking Structure
with Rooftop
Sport Courts

Structured parking for
residentts and shopping
centerr visitors. Rooftop
space doubles as sports
courts, with lighting to
allow for nighttime play.

Street crossings are
above grade and
clearly identified by
pavement texture /
color, creating a safe
& seamless route for
pedestrian circulation.
Image source: Gateway Housing

Image source: Lennar
Multifamily Communities

Image source: Core Development Group

Image source: TheSoccerArena.com /
Brickell Soccer Rooftop

2d. Affordable Housing Options
Key Takeaways:
• Quality, thoughtful design is essential for any new
residential area, but especially for sites that are spatially-isolated or formerly commercial in nature.
• Design guidelines should be prescriptive enough
to ensure best practices and high-quality amenities, but flexible enough to allow for innovative and
cost-efficient solutions.
• Potential site plans are included to showcase the
range of possibilities that these currently underutilized sites offer. Actual development plans would
be the result of collaboration between planners, architects, landscape architects, urban designers, engineers, and the local community.

In a time of national transition away from storefront retail and use of office space, to online ordering and working from home, turning office
parks into housing is an excellent solution. Even
before the COVID-19 pandemic, office parks
provided many opportunities for affordable housing development. This land has existing utility
connections such as water, sewer and electricity.
When office buildings are well maintained, there
are opportunities for adaptive reuse to housing.
Local municipalities can be motivated to support
the redevelopment with political clout and financial subsidies because they would rather have tax
revenue from residents rather than vacancies that
could turn into blight. We are building affordable
housing that will generate tax revenue for municipalities. Our expectation is that the developments
will add property value to their host municipalities and contribute to funding for municipal
services. Finally, the scale of the land can be very
suitable for housing development: large, often flat
tracts of land that can relatively easily be transformed from one use to another. These large areas
of land provide a positive impact for the broader
community too, as there can be ample space for
parks and community facilities.
We also want to highlight the importance of
building opportunity. The researcher Raj Chetty
has analyzed the household earnings of children,
now in their mid-30s, by which United States census tract they grew up. He found that outcomes
can vary widely even over very short distances. He called the low- and mixed- income areas
that have higher income outcomes “opportunity
neighborhoods”.104
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Two of our development sites are in higher outcomes areas, with outcomes above the United
States median of $44K in 2014 to 2015. The
census tract where Crossroads (Greenburgh)
is located had a median household income of
$42K in 2014 to 2015.105 Whereas children who
grew up in the census tracts related to the Triangle (White Plains) and the Teardrop (Harrison)
sites have median household incomes that are
$79K106 and $72K respectively107. We encourage
Westchester municipalities to build more density in these areas, especially in the Triangle and
Teardrop tracts, to provide more opportunity
for positive future outcomes. While municipalities in Westchester may have grown accustomed
to spending $30,000-$35,000 per student annually, we believe that there is an equity imperative to recalibrate spending and add additional
students to schools. Westchester municipalities
should share the educational opportunities that
are available in Westchester public schools with
as many students as possible.
We want to create a mixed income model for affordable housing. The additional revenue from
a mixed-income model will allow for increased
operating income against which to borrow and
an ongoing source of funds for maintenance.
Our development will feature passive and active
open spaces that require capital funds to build
and operating dollars to maintain. We will have
an on-site superintendent and porter at each development, which the additional funds from a
mixed-use model will help support. And, final-

-ly, we want to ensure excellent ongoing maintenance, as we heard from current residents of
affordable housing in Westchester that maintenance is a big concern. The operating income
from a mixed-income model will help pay for
that maintenance. All three of our sites will be
50% affordable for households earning 60% of
AMI, 25% affordable for households earning
80% of AMI and 25% market rates. Rents for the
60% AMI and 80% AMI are based on the 2020
Novogradac Rent & Income Limit Calculator
from 2020. Market rate rents are based on comparable nearby developments. Final market rate
rents are to be determined.

-in the development. 28 affordable units are
available for those making at or below 50% and
up to 60% of the AMI, with studios starting at
$765 a month. 10 workforce units are available for those making at or below 90% of the
AMI, with one-bedrooms starting at $1,810 a
month. Market-rate one-bedrooms are starting
at $2,300 a month.
Comstock Heights is a mixed-use development
consisting of 14 two-bedroom townhouse-style
units along with commercial and office space
located in Briarcliff Manor. Situated in a former office park, the site provides onsite parking
and is within walking distance of public transit.
Completed in 2014, the units sold for $228K to
applicants making below 80% of the AMI.

Finally, in addition to concerns about maintenance, we heard from current residents
that feelings of community are an important part of why they like or don’t like where
they live. Therefore, all of our indoor and
outdoor spaces will be designed to maximize opportunities for gathering and interacting with neighbors. We will also provide
settings for more private and passive relaxation and outdoor activities.

Pinebrook is a 51-unit affordable condominium complex located near the downtown section of Larchmont completed in 2016. The site
consists of one to two-bedroom homes with
parking, amenities, and outdoor space for residents. Pinebrook is also located within walking
distance of the Larchmont Metro-North station.
Prices range from $155K to $241K for those
making no greater than 80% of the AMI.

Precedents:
We want to share three precedents for our
affordable housing models in Westchester
County. Chappaqua Crossing Apartments
is a 64-unit affordable, workforce, and market-rate housing complex in the Chappaqua
hamlet of New Castle. The development was
completed in 2018. Located in the former
100-acre Reader’s Digest headquarters, the
site features one to three-bedroom apartments with amenities and outdoor space.
Office space, along with a Whole Foods supermarket, a Life Time fitness gym, restaurants, and other retailers are located with-

younger population. The new development
would include 44 two-over-one townhomes,
modeled after Neighborhood Launch Townhomes, providing 88 units and surface parking
behind the buildings. The development would
also include six multi-family buildings of various densities each for a total of 1,170 units with
parking and retail on the first floor. These buildings will be made up of studio, one-bedroom,
two-bedroom and three-bedroom apartments.
In total, it is expected that the development
would add 1,258 units of affordable housing
to an area deprived of significant affordability.
Ground floor retail would be comprised of small
businesses and independent retailers. Since the
existing retail buildings will be demolished, several of these businesses would have to relocate. It
is expected that the smaller, more independent
retailers would be better suited to occupy retail
spaces, whereas the infrastructure would not be

Shoe Warehouse, small commercial retailers,
and fast-casual dining options including a Chipotle and Applebee’s, and over 1,500 accessory
surface parking spaces. The area immediately
surrounding the site is more renter occupied
and rent burdened than the greater surrounding
area; between 40% to 60% of housing units are
renter occupied (whereas areas north, east, and
west are 20% to 40% renter occupied) (refer to
figure in Affordable Housing: Past and Present
section in A) and over 39% of renter pay more
than 30% of their income on rent (refer to figure
below). The rationale for the mixed-affordability of the Crossroads site is the need for additional rental units. Currently, the census tract
encompassing Crossroads has 741 total rental
units. The future development is expected to increase the rental housing stock by 152%. It is expected that new residential development would
provide affordable housing aimed at attracting a

Renter-Occupied Housing

Our Proposed Developments
Crossroads:
One of the three projected development sites
would be the Crossroads site. Crossroads is a 26acre site in the city of Greenburgh, Westchester
County, and is generally bounded by Route 119,
also known as Tarrytown Road, to the north and
east, Dobbs Ferry Road to the south, and Pondside Drive to the west. The existing conditions
of the site includes large commercial retailers
such as Kmart, HomeGoods, and Designer
Image Source: SocialExplorer
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Unit Counts

-nity to get to know one another even as they
balance busy lives. There will be a walking path
through the property, playgrounds for children,
and gardens maintained by the community and
maintenance staff. There will be benches and
shaded areas in which to sit and relax, as well
as shared outdoor space in which residents can
host meals and gatherings. In terms of financials, the final development cost is approximately $216.8M with an average cost per unit of
$417K. Parking will cost $100/month per spot.
The development would generate $14.1M in
projected annual rent revenue.

The Teardrop
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able to accommodate larger retailers such
as the aforementioned Kmart and HomeGoods. It is also anticipated that publicly accessible green space of both passive
and active recreational uses will be located
on the property. Passive open space will
include benches, lawns, and tables, while
active uses will include playgrounds and
sports courts. These are designed to accommodate families that are expected to
occupy the one- and two-bedroom units
and those visiting. New roads would also
be included to make the site connect to
the existing road networks.
In total, the projected development cost would be $537.5M for an
average per unit cost of $427,283. The
townhome model would cost $49.6M in
total development while the multi-family
apartment buildings would cost $487.9M.
The development would generate $32M in
projected annual rent revenue.

dio units. There will also be two five-story, 150unit, newly constructed buildings on the site
consisting of mostly 1-bedroom units. We plan
to include a small number of 2- and 3-bedroom
units to accommodate larger households and/
or live-in home health aides. Greenspace will
surround the buildings, available for residents
to relax and interact with each other. The site
has an existing Wegmans supermarket which
residents will be able to conveniently walk along
a designated path on the site to get groceries.
About seven acres of parking space will be available for residents and Wegmans visitors, some
of which is already existing thanks to the hotels.
Altogether, this development would cost about
$187.6Mwith an average cost per unit of $417K.
The development would generate $9.8M in projected annual rent revenue.

This proposed development is designed to be
an intimate, low-density senior development of
about 450 units. The former 347-room Renaissance Westchester Hotel site in West Harrison
will be repurposed into approximately 150 stu-

The Triangle
Our development will offer family-friendly living in a bucolic setting. Residents will
live on the historic former General Foods
company site, enjoy views that include a
beautiful red brick building designed by
famed architect Phillip Johnson, and be
surrounded by mature trees. The units
will range from studios to three-bedrooms
with the unit count skewing towards two
and three-bedroom units to accommodate families. We will have four four-story
apartment buildings with approximately
130 units per building, for a total of 520
units. The open space will be available for
exercise, play, gardens, and solar energy,
not just for parking. The parking for the
apartment buildings will be at-grade level
on the first floor of the building, and will
also provide one space per unit. The outdoor space will be designed to foster community and provide residents the opportu-
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Methodology for Estimating
Development and Unit Cost:
To estimate the development and unit costs
we created a pro forma typical of the real
estate industry. We added the following
inputs to calculate total development cost.
We then divided development cost by # of
units to calculate average unit cost.
• Estimated the construction
cost per unit from Increments
of Neighborhood and
adjusted for high cost of
building in NYC area.
• Estimated soft costs as 25% of
hard (construction) costs.
• Estimated land costs based on
guidance from local affordable
housing developers.
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2e. Transportation
Design & Options

Key Takeaways:
• Office parks provide an excellent opportunity for affordable housing development: sites with ample land for building density and
community facilities.
• The redevelopment of office parks is an action that is responsive
to changing market needs: away from office space and to home
space, where more people work from home.
• Our financial analysis indicates that it is financially feasible to build
affordable housing as there are many federal, state and local tax
benefits and financial subsidies available to support the development. The profit margins for development and property management companies are attractive and therefore, there are many
companies eager to build the housing.
• We will build mixed income affordable housing developments:
50% for 60% AMI, 25% for 80% AMI, and 25% market-rate. The
additional income from a mixed-income development will provide
funds for park space, community programming, and ongoing high
levels of maintenance.
• A community model of housing is reliant upon space for families,
including space for multi-generational families. The models proposed are possible in Westchester County due, in large part, to
the need of affordable housing, space for small retailers, and the
vast acreage available for housing.
• Other models of market-oriented developments that provide affordable housing have been successful elsewhere; there is no
reason to believe that similar models would be any less successful
at our three sites.
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Transportation Design

combined with density and multi-use zoning, a
walkable environment provides residents the opportunities to enjoy outdoor recreation, retail,
and services on-site. This relieves the need to
travel for some daily needs, saving residents time
and money, and improving their quality of life.

To grow the I-287 corridor sustainably, it is imperative that dependency on the private car is
minimized. As discussed earlier in this report,
the corridor has experienced a slight decrease
in public transit ridership commuting rates,
despite slight increases in ridership across the
county. Even as auto centric development patterns continue to dominate the region, our proposals prove that there exist many opportunities
for a more transit friendly environment within
the current transportation network.

Street Design Checklist

A key goal for our transportation design is
providing families with enough transportation
options to reduce car ownership rates to one
per household or less. Given the auto centric
development that has dominated Westchester,
car travel will remain necessary for many people’s daily mobility. However, car usage can be
decreased with investment in bus service, bike
infrastructure, and pedestrian connectivity. Additionally, innovative alternatives to traditional
private car travel, such as car-share programs,
can reduce the need for ownership. Our recommendations illustrate that small, yet key investments can have transformative impacts on the
accessibility, safety, and experience of active and
public transportation.

•

Pedestrian activity and experience is centered in the
design.

•

Pedestrian walkways are attractive.

•

The design supports circulation and connectivity between the site and adjacent parcels.

•

Vehicular roads promote pedestrian and vehicular
safety.
Assessment of vehicular lane width, crosswalk design,
speed limits, and signage, with an emphasis on reducing
vehicular speed for pedestrian safety

•

Vehicular roads accommodate and support non-vehicular use of the public right-of-way.
Assessment of sidewalk walking zone - 5’ width
minimum, to allow at least 2 people to comfortably
side by side or pass each other
Assessment of current and proposed sidewalks 		
for quality and ADA accessibility
Assessment for bicycle lane suitability

Street Network

•

Among new residential developments along the
corridor, an isolated ‘pod’ site design has dominated. These developments are single-use, and
separated from adjacent lots without car or pedestrian access. The studio suggests new standards for multi-family residential sites, centered
around connectivity and walkability. When

Furnish zones include:
Benches and seating
Bike racks
Trees for summer shading
Adequate street lighting for vehicular and 		
pedestrian safety
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Street Design

Street Design

Crossroads
Proposal

The studio’s visioning of this site as a new
town center revolves around an extensively
connected transportation network within
the site and along Tarrytown Road. In their
comprehensive plan, the Town of Greenburgh has identified both Tarrytown Road
and Dobbs Ferry Road as potential areas for
bike routes, as well as Dobbs Ferry Road as
a priority road for sidewalk infrastructure.
Tarrytown Road (NY 119) also provides a
direct connection between White Plains,
Tarrytown, and the recently constructed
Mario Cuomo Bridge, which has become
a popular attraction for pedestrians and
bicyclists. Working with this vision and
the precedence of the county’s Route 119
Complete Streets Design study, we suggest
a complete streets network within the side
and along these arterial roads that access
the site. The plan also centers the pedestrian and bus experience, placing the bus
stop and pedestrian mall front and center,
to improve the experience and dignity of
these transportation choices.

Teardrop Proposal

Pod development dominates the Teardrop site between I-687 and I-287. The area is not only enclosed by these major interstates, but there is also little interior circulation within the Teardrop. At the Westchester Renaissance Hotel site, there
is no connectivity between the site and the adjacent pods, which can only be accessed along Westchester Avenue. This
makes driving between pods a hassle, and it makes walking or biking between pods incredibly difficult and dangerous. A
circulator road can easily be created by adding links where the red lines are located along the map. Sidewalks can enhance
pedestrian safety within the current street network. Additionally, an existing pathway through the woods can be connected
to the Wegmans lot, providing a secondary link and enjoyable amenity for residents of the site.

Design Suggestions
Design Suggestions
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•

Construct a pedestrian
connector from the existing
foot trail on the Renaissance
Westchester Site to the Wegmans lot.

•

Construct a perimeter road
by connecting the ‘missing
links’ between existing roads
and paved surfaces, providing circulation and connectivity throughout the Teardrop.

•

Through our road connectors, an additional northern
entrance to the teardrop will
be created at the intersection
of Manhattanville Road and
the I-684 exit, addressing the
current lack of local access
for Purchase residents to the
teardrop

•

Improve sidewalk infrastructure and connectivity throughout the road network of the
Teardrop.

Street Design

Public Transit

Triangle Proposal

Crossroads
Proposal

Similar to the Teardrop site, the Triangle
site is also isolated from its surroundings
by highways and non-accessible adjacent
properties. Thus, it is important that the
site creates its own neighborhood feel to
residents, which will be accomplished
through an interior network of greenspaces and pedestrian pathways. While this
site is located adjacent to downtown White
Plains, the current sidewalk follows an unpleasant and dangerous path from North
Street to Westchester Avenue. Pedestrians
must cross a blind summit off-ramp, as
well as an underpass. The sidewalk we suggest does not involve street crossings, and
drops pedestrians off at the intersection
of Bloomingdale Road and Maple Ave in
downtown White Plains.

As detailed in Part A, Section 3, the Crossroads site benefits from a high level of service frequency along Tarrytown Rd / NY119, particularly for riders heading to and
from downtown White Plains, a highly
useful destination for commuting, shopping, and entertainment.

Design Suggestions
•

Improve sidewalk to White Plains: From the existing
sidewalk on North Street, add a new sidewalk hugging
the edge of the New York Presbyterian medical site,
improving the connection to downtown White Plains.

Public Transit

principles identified in the peer review, particularly the importance of focusing attention and resources on high-frequency
routes and consolidating stops and routes to simplify and speed
up service. Our proposals also focus on improving simple but
fundamentally important aspects of bus-rider experience such
as bus stop seating and shelters with real-time service information and safe pedestrian connections to bus stops with clear
way-finding. Our specific recommendations for each site are
outlined on the following pages.

While none of the sites examined in this report are
within reasonable walking distance to a Metro-North
station, numerous Bee Line Bus routes serve all three.
Part A, Section 3 of this report details the existing bus
service at the three sites. The usefulness of the Bee-Line
Bus service at each site varies based on the destinations
that the nearby routes travel to and the travel time that
riders can expect for their trip. Expected travel times
are a function of three main components: stop location (travel time to the stop), bus frequency, and travel
time on the bus itself. The bus service's usefulness also
depends on its span or the hours during which the bus
provides service.108

Bus Design Checklist

Drawing on various Westchester County Planning
documents and other sources of public transportation
best practices, this section outlines various proposals
to promote public transit use at these sites. As part of
its ongoing “County Mobility and Bus Redesign Study,”
Westchester County conducted a peer review of bus
redesigns in other U.S. bus systems. The following
proposals are consistent with many “best practice”
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•

Ensure each site is safely connected to nearby bus routes by changing
bus stop locations or adding safe pedestrian connections to stops when
necessary.

•

To the greatest extent possible given limited funds, increase bus frequency, especially where it currently averages over 30 minutes, and lengthen
the span, or time period during which buses operate.

•

When possible, consolidate bus stops that service the site, so that stops
are ~¼ a mile apart.

•

New bus stops constructed should include:
Shelters
Adequate Seating
Real-time Service Information

Average bus frequencies along Tarrytown
Rd / NY-119 are high not only at peak
commuting hours but throughout the day
on weekdays (see chart below). The only
times where buses run at headways longer than 11 minutes are on weeknights
between 7 pm and 10 pm and weekends.
This high level of service makes bus travel
a competitive option to driving. A bus rider could expect to travel the two miles between the site and downtown White Plains
in 11-16 minutes during weekdays between 6 am and 7 pm, compared to about
10 minutes by vehicle. Consolidating stops
and creating a “pedestrian gateway” as
described above would double down on
this advantage, promoting bus access as
a central feature of the development and
making the bus more visible, convenient,
and dignified.109 Improving frequencies
on weeknights after 7 pm and weekends,
especially Sunday, would further enhance
the bus’s desirability.
The additional traffic signal and crosswalk
would improve the pedestrian environment by calming traffic and would allow
riders to access the bus stop in either direction easily. Providing real-time information and seating and shelter at stops would
improve riders’ experience on the Bee-Line
Bus, attracting and retaining more riders.

Tarrytown Rd (NY-119) Bus Stops – Routes 1W, 5, 13, 14, 15

Design Suggestions
•

Construct a pedestrian connector from the existing foot trail on the
Renaissance Westchester Site to the Wegmans lot.

•

Construct a perimeter road by connecting the ‘missing links’ between existing roads and paved surfaces, providing circulation and
connectivity throughout the Teardrop.

•

Improve sidewalk infrastructure and connectivity throughout the
road network of the Teardrop.

		

Public Transit

Public Transit

Triangle Proposal

Teardrop Proposal

While the Triangle site is located along a
high-frequency Bee-Line Bus thoroughfare in
Westchester Ave, the street’s split alignment
with one-way traffic on either side of I-287
severely limits bus service to the site. While
numerous routes running along the corridor -- namely Routes 3, 12, and 13 -- provide
eastbound service at relatively high-frequency
levels, these same routes cannot be accessed in
the westbound direction. As detailed in Section A, Part 3 of this report, a bus rider could
expect to travel eastbound to the site from the
White Plains Transit Center in just 16-18 minutes during peak hours. The Route 5 and Loop
A buses provide westbound service to White
Plains Transit Center but run with significantly
longer headways and more indirect, circuitous
routes. As a result, a bus rider can currently
expect to make the same trip in the westbound
direction from the site to the White Plains
Transit Center in 30-38 minutes.

Furthermore, both of the current westbound
bus options -- while they provide service to
the White Plains Transit Center -- bypass other likely travel destinations located just a short
distance from the site. These likely destinations
including a Stop & Shop grocery store and “The
Westchester” Mall at the corner of Westchester
Ave and Bloomingdale Rd, and the downtown
White Plains commercial district in the vicinity of Mamaroneck Ave and Main St. The proposed westbound stop for Routes 3, 12, and 13
would require bus riders to walk about 800 feet
to traverse the I-287 bridge but would provide
high-frequency bus access to the destinations
listed above. This walk is less than the conventional expected walking distance limit of ¼
mile and would take the average person about
3 minutes. This new stop would provide access
with expected travel times of less than 20 minutes to Stop & Shop, “The Westchester,” and
Downtown White Plains Commercial District,
and less than 30 minutes to the White Plains
Transit Center on weekdays between 7 am and
7 pm. Improving frequencies on weeknights
after 7 pm and weekends, especially Sunday,
would further enhance the bus’s desirability.

With the exception of the westbound Routes 3, 12,
and 13 bus stops along Westchester Ave -- which
are a long walk away from many of the common
destinations within the campus -- the Teardrop is
served only by Bee-Line Bus “Loop” routes. These
“Loops” operate only at peak hours, shuttling commuters between the White Plains Transit Center in
the AM and back in the PM. In addition to being
infrequent, these routes also have long run times
due to circuitous routes that make numerous stops
in each office park. The Teardrop’s site design, with
its four cul-de-sacs and lack of internal connections, exacerbates the issue of slow run times on
the Loop routes, as buses have to turn around at
the end of each cul-de-sac and retrace their steps.
Connecting the interior Teardrop roads in the
manner described above would mitigate this issue
by eliminating the need for turn-arounds, making
the bus routes more efficient. Connecting the culde-sacs would have numerous other benefits. It
would allow for improved pedestrian, cyclist, and
automobile circulation within the site, especially
to and from the Renaissance Hotel site.

Design Suggestions
•

•

Stop Location & Service Design:

Add a westbound bus stop on Westchester Ave, across I-287 from
site, serving Routes 3,12, and 13.
Add north and south-bound stops for the Route 5 bus at the corner
of Westchester Ave (EB) and White Plains Ave.
Increase frequency on weekday nights and Sundays.
Lengthen span of service on weekends.

Pedestrian Access:
Provide a clear path with way-finding from within site to bus stops
Improve safety and appeal of the pedestrian route between site and
new bus stop, especially across I-287 bridge.

•

Rider Experience / Amenities:

Provide seating, shelter, and real-time arrival information at stops.

Eliminating the Loop routes and creating an internal circulator bus route for the Teardrop campus
would replace the current low-frequency, shortspan service with frequent service within the
campus. This internal circulator would provide
an attractive alternative to walking and driving to
destinations within the campus, such as Wegmans
and Life Time Fitness. It would also provide access to the bus stops along the high-frequency service Westchester Ave corridor in both directions.
A circulator bus service with short headways of 10
minutes could, together with the existing Westchester Ave bus service (detailed in the Triangle
Site section above), provide expected travel times
to and from Downtown White Plains of less than
30 minutes.

Design Suggestions
•

Bus Service Design:
Eliminate existing Bee-Line “Loop” routes serving the Teardrop and replace
them with an internal circulator bus route, connecting the site's destinations to
the relatively high frequency 3,12, and 13 Bee-Line Bus service along Westchester Ave.
The long distances separating the Teardrop’s destinations from their nearest
Routes 3,12, and 13 stops on Westchester Ave (0.6 miles for both the Renaissance Hotel and Wegmans) and the site’s hilly topography render the Westchester Ave’s nearby quality bus service moot without a last-mile connection.
The Bee-Line “Loop” routes, with peak-only service that was designed to serve
a 9-5 commuting ridership, do not meet future residents’ needs.
Operating expenses of the circulator bus route can be funded through joint
support from Teardrop property owners and Bee-Line Bus through the re-allocation of funds from eliminated Loop routes.
This route will be made possible by implementing our street design proposal of
connecting the campus's dead-end roads.
This circulator route could increase mobility and independence for residents at
our 500-unit senior housing development, who are less likely to walk to nearby
destinations and more likely to desire a car-free or car-light lifestyle.
As an alternative, Bee-Line Loop Routes could be be improved through more
efficient routing — making use of the proposed road connections within the
Teardrop — and more frequent and consistent service.

•

Pedestrian Access:
Provide a clear path with way-finding from within site to bus stops
Improve safety and appeal of the pedestrian route between site and 		
new bus stop, especially across I-287 bridge.

•

Rider Experience / Amenities:
Provide seating, shelter, and real-time arrival information at stops.

Parking

Painting & Marking

There is excessive underutilized off-street parking within
the three sites (Crossroads, Triangle, Teardrop) due to the
closure and relocations of retail space, hotel, and office jobs.
Each of the identified sites has an open parking lot with poor
design and unappealing features when driving in or out of
the parking lot. Each parking lot’s current conditions call for
the redesign of each lot to make them more appealing, safer,
energy-efficient, environmentally friendly and improving
each parking lot stormwater drainage to prevent floods from
stormwater runoffs. Improvement on each site will set limits on the number of parking spaces allowed to encourage
residents to utilize other transportation forms. The design
improvements will also provide additional amenities and
services such as electric charging stations and parking, solar
panels, bicycle racks/storage, and space for shared car services (Zipcars). The redesigning of each parking will benefit
each site as well as their surrounding neighborhood.

All parking spaces must be properly identified and
visible for both drivers and pedestrians. Arrows identifying traffic direction must be visible for both drivers and pedestrians. Striping should be painted with
semi-permanent, reflective paint with reflective glass
beads for better visibility throughout the day.113
Striping should be white except for:
- No parking areas or towing zones - yellow
- Emergency vehicle or fire zones - red
- Handicapped parking - blue

Landscaping
Create parking islands to divide large parking areas into
smaller sections with ten parking spaces. The division of
large parking areas will also help minimize heat traps.114
Islands created must have the same dimension as a parking space(s).115 Plant trees along each parking perimeter
to provide shade and minimize heat trap; minimum of
one tree per parking island.116 Create berms to provide
a barrier or separation between the parking lot and the
streets and other facilities.

Parking Configuration

90° angle style parking is an ideal configuration for
residential areas. This configuration can accommodate the most vehicle per square footage, making it
an efficient and economical configuration110.
- Parking space dimensions: 9ft wide by 18ft long

Image source: Vaasphalt.org

Image source: Vaasphalt.org

Image source: D.E. Gemmill Inc.

Lighting

Provide adequate lighting to improve safety and visibility during nighttime and early mornings.117 Utilize LED
fixtures for energy-efficient lighting.

- Two-way driveway aisle dimensions: 24ft wide
- Two-way cross-section total: 60ft wide
60° angle style parking is ideal for commercial areas where parking tends to be short term. This configuration allows drivers to easily make their way
in and out of parking spaces due to their visibility.
However, this configuration cannot accommodate
as many vehicles as a 90° configuration111.

ADA Accessibility

- Parking space dimensions: 9ft wide by 20ft long
- Two-way driveway aisle dimensions: 24ft wide
- One-way cross-section total: 60ft wide
Image source: Vaasphalt.org

Parking Slope
A crown or cross slope should be taken into consideration to account for water drainage.112

Image source: PCMservices.com

All accessible parking spaces should be located closest to
each building entrance(s). Handicapped parking signs
must be visible and placed at least 5ft above. Provide
a parking space for vans with an access aisle with no
curbs or stairs, or with an accessible ramp if needed parking space dimension: 11ft wide by 20ft deep (long).
Access aisle dimensions: 5ft wide minimum or 8ft wide
(vans) and 9ft deep (long). Provide slip-resistance surface
for additional safety.118

Stormwater Management
Create a series of rain gardens (image below) to retain water runoff or infiltration trenches to collect rainwater.119

- Parking lot slope: 1% - 5%;
- ideal recommendation: 2%.

Image source: blogs.butler.edu/indianaplants
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Structured Parking
Vehicle Circulation

Access Design

Multilevel parking structures must have vehicle ramps
to provide access from one floor to the next.124 Speed
ramps can have a slope that ranges from 6% to 16% if
pedestrian traffic is restricted in ramp areas. A double-threaded helix is ideal for a one-way or two-way
circulation. The ideal parking space angles are 60° or
75°; it can also accommodate 90° angle parking spaces.

Vehicle entrances must be visible and easily identifiable
throughout the day. Entrances and exits must have a clear
line of sight for pedestrian and vehicle safety. Entrances
should be located on a one-way street; if it is located on
a two-way street, vehicles should enter into the facility
by making a right turn to minimize oncoming traffic
disruption. Exits should be located on a one-way street
or on a low-volume street where a vehicle can only exist
in the facility by making a right turn to reduce traffic
backup. 120, 121

Two-Way
DoubleThreaded
Design

Accessible Parking Requirements
ADA requires a minimum of 1 accessible parking spot
for every 25 regular parking spaces and 1 van accessible
space for every 8 accessible parking spaces.125All van accessible parking spaces should be located on the ground
or first floor and have clear and visible van accessible
sign. ADA parking space dimensions:

Parking Layout and Configuration
Two-way traffic flow offers wider driving aisles that
allow for better visibility when searching for a parking
space. It also offers the ability to pass other drivers that
have stopped to wait for a parking space to become
available. It also offers a wider aisle for pedestrians to
circulate safely.122

Image source: TurnerConstruction.com

One-Way
DoubleThreaded
Design

- Regular: 8 ft wide
- Van-accessible 8 ft – 2in wide

Pedestrian Requirements

- Two-row parking minimum dimensions for bay
width for two-way traffic: 60ft.

Pedestrian access at grade level must separate from vehicular traffic for their safety.126 All pedestrian access should
be limited to a few locations for security reasons and
should be located next to stairs or elevators.127

- 90° parking spaces are ideal for better traffic circulation
in a two-way isle.
- Parking space dimensions for 90° angle: 9ft by 18ft.

Security & Safety

One-way traffic flow allows for parking spaces to be at
an angle that makes it easier and safer for drivers to enter or exit a parking spot. It also eliminates any conflicts
between two vehicles approaching the same parking spot
from different directions. Also, a one-way traffic flow
makes it easier to make the necessary changes to accommodate different vehicle sizes.123

Incorporate cameras inside and outside the facilities, as
well as access control at entrances and exits for security
measures.128 Structure parking must have fire safety measures such as sprinkles, firewalls, fire alarms, strobes, and
visible exit signs.129 A notification system, lighting, and
signs are required to facilitate a safe and fast evacuation
in case of an emergency. Incorporate heating technology
such as radiant heaters or heating coils to prevent icebuild up related accidents or damages. Provide ventilation systems in enclosed spaces.

Image Source: Carl Walker, Inc.

- Two-row parking minimum dimensions for bay
width for one-way traffic: 40ft.
- 75°/60° parking spaces are ideal for one-way traffic
and can provide more parking spaces than 90° angle
parking due to the mininmum space required.

Lighting

Provide energy-efficient lighting and lighting controls at
entrances, exits, and within the parking area to improve
lighting levels and visibility while reducing energy usage
throughout the day.130

Image source: PDHOnline.com

- Parking space dimension for 75° angle: 9ft – 4in by 19ft – 1in long.
- Parking space dimension for 60° angle: 10ft – 5in by 10 ft long.
Image Source: CSBSigns.com
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Signage

133

All vehicular signs should be visible and easy to read.131
Should not exceed 30 characters per sign and should have a
dark background with white letters or have a white background with dark letters to maximize visibility. Vehicle signs
should be mounted and centered over the driving lane. A
number and a specific color should identify parking structures with three or more parking levels to help pedestrians
locate their vehicles. Pedestrian signs must be distinguishable from vehicle signs.

Trip Generation
Image Source: dailyitem.com

Stormwater Management
Trench drains with iron covers must be located at all vehicle
entrances and exits to collect water runoff from vehicles.132
Sand and oil traps should be installed at all storm drain discharge locations. Floor area drainages should be located in low
areas to maximize water drainage.

Using the 10th Edition ITE Trip Generation manual, the chart below states the number of expected trips
generated by each development site, given the anticipated number of residential units. The chart illustrates that
our project is transit oriented, generating the most trips (all modes of transit) at the most transit-oriented site,
Crossroads. The most autocentric environment, the Teardrop, is anticipated to generate the fewest number of
trips. In addition to the relatively small unit count at the site, senior housing often generates less trips according to the ITE manual. The Triangle is also located in a census tract with low bus ridership. We believe that our
transportation designs for added bus and pedestrian access to key destinations, including downtown White
Plains, could significantly increase the current public and active transit mode share at the Triangle. Overall,
our proposed developments will have a smaller impact on car traffic in comparison to similarly sized projects
currently being developed along the corridor.

Rooftops
Parking structure roofs collect a lot of water and trap a lot of
heat. Roofs can be converted into green spaces for recreational purposes or bio-swales and gardens to collect water. Solar
panels can also be added to minimize heat traps and collect
energy to provide power for the facility and its surroundings.

Key Takeaways:
Image Source: knowridge.com

- Pedestrian connectivity - Moving away from ‘pod’ development to
walkable, connected residential environments

Structure / Surface Parking Amenities
•
•
•
•
•

• A key goal for our transportation design is providing families with enough transportation options to reduce car ownership rates to one per household.

Electric Vehicle Charging Stations
Zipcar Shared Services
Solar Panels
Bike Sharing Stations
Bicylce Parking Racks

- Bus access - Safe and prominent pedestrian connections to stops,
real-time information and focus on frequent service to key destinations
- Transportation Alternatives Providing multiple transportation op
tions, reducing the need for single occupancy vehicle trips

Long term parking: High-density bicycle parking systems within covered car
parking structures for more secure longterm storage.

Image Source: Wired.com

Short term parking: Proximate to and
visible to the site’s entrance that it services (within 50’ of targeted building entrance). Sturdy and secure design, such
as invert U, allowing both wheels to be
secured to the rack.

• Well-designed parking lots can help improve the flow and safety of traffic within a
parking area for vehicles and pedestrians.
• Improvements in stormwater drainage will prevent floods and limit the deterioration of the pavement/asphalt.
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Final Recommendations
The need for affordable housing will only continue to grow over time.
Westchester County can become a leader in meeting this future demand.
-     This report focuses on three sites, but there are numerous potential underutilized
sites in Westchester that can be transformed.
-     Office Parks are attractive properties for adaptive reuse due to their large size and
existing utility connections such as water, sewer, and electricity.
-     Redevelopment of previously developed urban sites provides the opportunity to
conserve natural resources in other parts of the county.
-     Redesigning existing transportation networks to be more reliable can reduce dependence on vehicles.
-     Despite strong “home-rule,” municipalities should be encouraged and incentivized to
envision how sites can be reimagined in the future
-     Based on our research, success is rooted in a development proposal that focuses
on the following objectives:
•

Attention to each site’s surrounding context

•

Connectivity and mobility both within the sites and to the surrounding area

•

Thoughtful placemaking through design features and amenities with tangible
benefits that make these sites enjoyable and useful places for future residents and the surrounding neighborhoods.

•

Integrating the public and private realm giving future residents a sense of
privacy, ownership, and safety while creating new and vibrant public spaces.
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Conclusion
At the turn of the last century, towns in Westchester were dense, diverse, and dynamic urban centers. However, mid-century federal highway and housing policies and
urban renewal destroyed these integrated areas. These plans and policies systematically segregated communities by race and wealth and created the inequitable and
anti-urban built environment today. The legacy of these policies today is a severe lack
of affordable housing in most of Westchester County. The high vacancy rates in aging
office parks today offer a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for adaptive reuse into mixeduse, affordable, integrated communities. This report puts forth both a specific set of
recommendations for real sites in need of redevelopment as well as a model that can
be applied to a number of additional underutilized office parks, strip malls, and large
parcels. This phenomenon of office park and mall retrofits is already underway in the
County, including several projects within our study area. Many of these new additions to
office parks, however, are poorly planned and the amount of affordable housing under
development is nominal. Our goal as planners was to get ahead of the trend to ensure that affordable housing is prioritized, given the extreme need in Westchester and
throughout the region. Cutting-edge sustainability, mobility, and placemaking best-practices are incorporated into our plans as part of a community development strategy. As
all of these sites lie within municipalities that control their own land- use regulations, the
County will have to work with those municipalities to envision how these sites can be
transformed into high-quality, affordable communities.
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Appendix
Public Housing Survey Responses
General General

Apartment
Apartment

Parking Parking

Transportation
Transportation

Community
Resources
Community
Resources

Recreation
Recreation

Is it difficultIsto
parking?
What modes
of modes of
it find
difficult
to find parking?
What
What is your
least
What comes
to mind
when
What kind of
outdoor
indoor
What
is favorite
your least favorite
What
comes
to mind when
What
kind of
outdoor indoor
How many How
parking
spots
do spots do
do you usedo youOn
Would you Would
feel you transportation
a regular
Do you have
If there wasIf one
thing
How
many How
bedrooms
Does your Does
current
How many How
bathrooms
Does your Does
current
What community
What neighborhood
many
parking
transportation
use
feel
Onbasis,
a regular basis,
Do you have
there
wasthat
one thing
that
many bedrooms
your current
many bathrooms
your current
What community
What neighborhood
thing/biggest
complaint complaint
you think about
the biggest
recreationalrecreational
spaces are spaces
near are near
What is your
favorite
thing
aboutthing
where
How many How
cars many
serve cars serve
thing/biggest
you think
about the biggest
What
is your
favorite
about where
you have access
to, and
howto, andcomfortable
andadoes this
using a
where/how
far do you far do
challenges
getting
you could add
where
would
need to
living
need to
living
resources are
accessible
resources are
you near/
you have
access
how
anddiffer
doesfor
this differ
for
comfortable
using
where/how
you
challenges
getting
you to
could
addyou
to where
you you would
you need
tosituation
livingfulfill
situationwould
fulfill you would
you need
to situation
livingfulfill
situation fulfill
resources
are accessible
resources
are you near/
you where
currently
limiting factors
in getting
where you live/
doyou
youlive/
like do
to you like to
you currently
your household?
about
you currently
limiting
factorsto
in getting to
where
youlive?
currently live? about where
your household?
many do you
usedo
where
you where you carshare? carshare?work, errands,
orerrands,
other or other travel?
live, what would
that would
be? that
serve
yourserve
household?
household?
to you now?
be near?
many
you use
work,
travel? to these places?
to these places?
live, what
be?
your household?this?
this?serve your serve
your household?this?
this?
to you now?would like to
would
like to be near?
live?
these places?
use?
live?
these places?
use?
currently live?
trips?
currently live?
trips?
She loves that
apartment's
are family are family
The handicap
Shethe
loves
that the apartment's
Theapartment
handicap apartment
friendly, hasfriendly,
lived inhas
the lived
Palisade
Towers
for Towers
bedrooms
a little small.
in the
Palisade
for are
bedrooms
are a little small.
nearly
50 years.
movedThey
her to
the her to the
there are also
a lot
Anonymous
1
nearlyThey
50 years.
moved
there
areofalso a lot of
Anonymous
1
handicapped
apartmentsapartments
when her and
herher maintenance
issues- nothing
handicapped
when
and her maintenance
issues- nothing
husband needed
wheelchairs
quickly.
husband
needed wheelchairs gets repaired
gets
repaired quickly.

N/A

N/A

2 (both her 2
and
herher and her
(both
husband arehusband
handicap
are handicap
and one room
andisn't
onebig
room isn't big Yes
enough for 2
enough for 2
wheelchairs)
wheelchairs)

Yes

1

1

yes

yes

she loves the
and
herand
building
wasbuilding was
shearea,
loves
thethat
area,
that her
fully renovated
the building
is always
fullyso
renovated
so the
building is always
clean. She also
mentioned
she likes
the
None due toNone
recent
clean.
She also that
mentioned
that
she likes the
due to recent
Anonymous
2
Did not have
any
1 she lives by
herself
Anonymous
2
Did
notcomplains
have any complains
1 she
lives by herself Yes
fact that they
installed
new
lights and
renovationsrenovations
fact
that they
installed
new lights and
cameras in cameras
and outside
of the
building
so building
she
in and
outside
of the
so she
feels secured.
feels secured.

herself
Yes 1 she lives by
1 she
lives by herself Yes

She mentioned
her favorite
thing
was thingThe
is not
She that
mentioned
that her
favorite
wasneighborhood
The neighborhood
is not
Anonymous
3
front/back yard
Anonymous
3
front/back yard
her apartment
friendly
her apartment
friendly

Yes

Yes

1

1

Yes

Yes

Maintenance
issues, garbage
Maintenance
issues, garbage
is not organized
other by other
Access to transportation,
outdoor space,
Closer shopping
is notby
organized
Access to transportation,
outdoor space,
Closercenter,
shopping center,
of separating
buildings within
apartment
evenly
supermarket,
larger kitchen,
bedroom is
large, 1. Ifis large, 1. If
tenants
in terms of separating
buildings
within complex
apartment
complextenants
evenlyin terms
supermarket,
larger Ifkitchen,
If bedroom
Anonymous
4
No
Anonymous
4
recyclable and
compost,
spaced apart,
new renovations
in each
larger bedroom,
not, 2.
recyclable
and compost,
spaced
apart, new renovations
in each
largermore
bedroom, more
not, 2.
cannot directly
reach
a
apartment apartment
windows,
more
closetmore
spacecloset space
cannot
directly
reach
a
windows,
building managers
building managers

No

1

1

Yes

Yes

Insufficient Insufficient
help with home
help with home
maintenance
and buildingand building
maintenance
The area. Near
parkways,
for good for
Wants laundry
room
on each
The major
area. Near
majorgood
parkways,
Wants
laundry
room on each
maintenance.
Complaints Complaints
Anonymous
5
maintenance.
Anonymous
5
driving or buses.
access
to other
towns.
floor
drivingEasy
or buses.
Easy
access
to other towns.
floor
have to go through
a long
have to go
through a long
process. process.

Yes

1

1

Yes

Yes

1

1

1

Yes

1

Maintenance
issues,
Maintenance
issues,
Loves the area,
quiet
Loves
the residential
area, quiet residential infrequent cleaning of
were recently
infrequent cleaningRenovations
of
Renovations
were recently
neighborhood
with accesswith
to transportation
Anonymous
6
1 (lives by himself)
neighborhood
access to transportation
Anonymous
6
1 (lives by himself)
common areas.
Repairs
common
areas. Repairs done so nothing!
done so nothing!
and walkingand
distance
from
other amenities.
walking
distance
from other amenities.
seldom done
on time
seldom
done on time
She's currently
in currently
a bigger in a bigger
She's
building which
she'swhich
been she's
in
building
been in
for six months,
shemonths,
said she said
Increased frequency
for six
Increasedinfrequency in
although thealthough
units arethe
bigger
cleaning
maintenance
of
Anonymous
7
Loves
and it's location.
units are
bigger and
cleaning
and maintenance
of
Anonymous
7 the neighborhood
Loves the neighborhood
and it's location.
it's not as clean.
common spaces.
it's notShe
as misses
clean. She misses
common spaces.
the townhouses
and it's
the townhouses
and it's
community community
feel.
feel.
Increased green
spacewhen
Increased
green
space- when
he was growing
up growing
there was
he was
up there was
a basketball
right by
the right by the
Neighborhood
is a little hilly
basketball
court
Neighborhood
is a little
hilly acourt
Loves the neighborhood
and it's location.
Loves the neighborhood
and it's location.
buildings
and
it fostered
which can be
frustrating
buildings
andait fostered a
which
can beto
frustrating
to
Grew up in Grew
the neighborhood
and was able
up in the neighborhood
and was able
sense of community.
all the
walk down. walk
Maintenance
Anonymous
8
sense of community.
all the
down. Maintenance
Anonymous
8 his kids grow up there too. A good
to have
to have his kids grow up there too. A good
kidsbut
could play
and
issues hereissues
and there
kidstogether
could play
together and
herebut
and there
community,community,
friendly neighbors
friendly neighbors
were in sightlines
parents. of parents.
mostly no complaints.
were inofsightlines
mostly no complaints.
Now everything
a parkingis a parking
Now is
everything
lot.
lot.

1

2

1

2

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Mostly yes. Mostly
He hasyes. He has
joint custodyjoint
of two
custody of two
children so children
a three so a three
bedroom would
be would be
bedroom
better, but two
works
better,
but two works
fine!
fine!

1

1

In general the
buildingthe
hasbuilding
one
does not drive,
In general
has one
does not drive,
spot per unit.
handicapped
spot per unit.
handicapped

None - she None
does not
own
- she
does not own
Yes
any vehiclesany vehicles

1

1

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1

She stated that
hasthat she has
Travels within
Yonkers
andYonkers and
She she
stated
Travels
within
heard
of it but
doesn't
around
She has herShe
ownhas
parking
spotparking
Personal vehicle
No
heard
of it have
but doesn't have
areas around
her own
spot
Personal vehicle other areas other
the need forthe
carsharing
WestchesterWestchester
County
need for carsharing
County

10 minutes to
10 minutes to
supermarkets,
20 minutes 20 minutes
Only 16 spaces
apartments
supermarkets,
Onlyfor
16 45
spaces
for 45 apartments
Yes if it is with
shetenants
Paratransit,
car, does not
Yestenants
if it is with
she
Paratransit,
car, does not
to better supermarkets
and
parking
onlyparking only
to
better
supermarkets
andNo
so itStreet
is difficult.
Street
1 so it is difficult.
trusts
medical
trusts walk due to walk
duereasons
to medical reasons
shopping, most
things most
are things are
allowed on one
sideon one side
shopping,
allowed
15 minutes away
15 minutes away

None

Churches, schools,
gym,
Hasgym,
everything
that nearby that
Churches,
schools,
Hasnearby
everything
Would like more
parkland/green
Would
like more parkland/green
activities foractivities
children such
needed- even
near even near
for childrenissuch
is neededspace near the
housing.
space
near the housing.
as Sky Zoneas(trampoline
walking trailswalking
where trails
he where he
Sky Zone (trampoline
SomewhereSomewhere
for kids to gofor kids to go
park)
goes running
park)
goes running

None

None

She has everything
There is a front
yard
She hasnear
everything near
There
is aand
front yard and
her supermarket
as well as asbackyard
are undergoing
Churches Churches
her supermarket
well as butbackyard
but are undergoing
shopping areas
renovations.renovations.
shopping areas

None

None

He has a park
couple
Hethat
hasisa apark
that of
is a couple of
He has a supermarket
2
He has a supermarket
2
blocks awayblocks
whereaway
he goes
for he goes for
Churches Churches
where
blocks awayblocks away
walks
walks

He loves where
he lives
because
there
is a there is a
He loves
where
he lives
because
Insisted thatInsisted
the problem
was
that the
problem was
strong
of community,
everyone knows
Anonymous
10
Complained
about neighbors
strong
sense of community,
everyone
knows Complained
Anonymous
10 sense
about neighborshis neighbors
his neighbors
him and feels
himsafe.
and feels safe.

1

1

yes. lives byyes.
himself
lives by himself

1

1

yes. lives byyes.
himself
Does not drive
lives by himself
Does not drive

N/A

N/A

N/A

1

1

No, lives in No,
a studio
lives in a studio

2

2
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Nothing

20 minutes walking
to walking to
20 minutes
small
stores,
Senior center
in town,
church,
Plenty of schools
Casino
lots nearby,
of outdoor
small convenience
stores,nearby,
Senior
center
in town, church,
Plentyand
of schools
andconvenience
Casino
lots of outdoor
No
plenty of schools
synagogue synagogue
places of worship
space, parksspace,
nearby
plentyprivate
of schools private
places of worship
parks nearby
and public and public

None

N/A

Nothing

Traffic

No

1

N/A

Would like aWould
greater
like a greater
Anonymous
13
withbuilding
few tenants
Anonymous
13 Small building
Small
with few tenants
demographic
mix of people
demographic
mix of people

Traffic

groceries and
other and other
groceries
There are noThere
outdoor
for space for
are space
no outdoor
shopping stores
that are
Public schools
shopping
stores that are
Public schools
recreationalrecreational
nearby
nearby
Walking paths,
but not
usedbut not used
Walking
paths,
much, terrace
styleterrace
outdoorstyle outdoor
much,
common space,
solariums
top
common
space,onsolariums
on top
floor of buildings,
lot of opena lot of open
floor ofa buildings,
green
community
Laundry rooms
on each
green
space, room.
community room.
Laundry
rooms on
eachspace,
Would
see more
outdoor
floor, small grocery
store
like to
see more outdoor
floor, small
grocery
storelike toWould
recreationalrecreational
facilities likefacilities
tennis like tennis
nearby;
Community Community
Center, Library
nearby,
costco nearby;
Center,nearby,
Library costco
courts, gym,courts,
pool, basketball
would like towould
be near
gym, pool, basketball
like to be near
supermarkets
court, better
also what's better
supermarkets court, also what's
exterminating
and maintenance
exterminating
and maintenance
on a regularon
basis,
pianobasis,
in
a regular
piano in
community room,
indoorroom,
hockey
community
indoor hockey
tables.
tables.

Drives for work,
errands,
anderrands, and
Drives
for work,
other trips. Things
are mostly
to a lotaoflot to a lot of
other trips.
Things are Drives
mostly a lot Drives
walking
butdistance
he
places,
of majority of
He pays forHe
a parking
with spot
Has with
a car soHas
wouldn't
need
walking
but
he but majority
places, but
pays forspot
a parking
a car so
wouldn't
need distance
Supermarket
traveling is for
work, is for work, No
it took about
to but athinkstoit's
a thinks
nice it'sprefers
prefers
to drive. Supermarket
traveling
the but
apartment,
but it atook about
but
a niceto drive.
1 the apartment,
distance
errands, anderrands,
outing with
year to organize.
idea.
is nearby
walking distance
and outing with
year to organize.
idea. is nearby walking
as well as gym
andas
'the
as well
gym and 'the children
children
square' a commercial
space.
square' a commercial
space.

N/A

1

N/A

Churches, Crochet
Club,
Churches,
Crochet
HasClub,
everything
that nearby
Casinothat
nearby,
lots nearby,
of commercial
Hasnearby
everything
Casino
lots of commercial
plenty of schools
plentyfor
of friends
schools for friends
is needed is needed
areas as well
areas as well
who have children.
Parks
who have
children. Parks

N/A

yes. lives byyes.
herself
Does not drive
lives by herself
Does not drive

1

N/A

None

N/A

1

No, just oneNo,
bedroom
just one bedroom

she has a corner
store
she has
a corner store
near her, asnear
well her,
as aas well
Does
one,
there
is a
as not
a have
Does
notbut
have
one,
but there is a
Church
shoprite near
by where
she
park nearby
where
people
can go
shoprite
near
by where
she park
nearby
where
people can go
can walk to can
takewalk
the bus
to take the bus

None

N/A

1

2

Church

No

Yes

yes. lives byyes.
herself
lives by herself

2

N/A

N/A

Walks to most
placesWalks
to most placessupermarketsupermarket
and 'the square'
and 'the square'
Usually stays
around
the around the
Usually
stays
comprised of
retail andof
green
comprised
retail and green
neighborhood,
10 minute 10 minute No
neighborhood,
N/A space. At most takes public
space. At most takes public
walk to mostwalk
things
to
most things
transit to thetransit
doctortowhich
is
the doctor
which is
fairly reliablefairly reliable

0 (she doesn't
drive,
0 (she
doesn't drive,
spots available
in available
her
spots
in her
butbuilding
not
but not
Yes new buildingnew
observed toobserved
be used to be used
often)
often)

1

Neighborhood
is a bit unsafe
Policelike
station,
Neighborhood
is a bit Would
unsafelike aWould
a Police station,
Proximity toProximity
downtown
apartment
to Yonkers,
downtown
Yonkers, apartment
at night, sees
homeless
high
end restaurants,
and
Anonymous
12
at night,
seesand
homeless
and
high end restaurants,
and
Anonymous
12
renovations,renovations,
"criminals" on
the street
"criminals"
onoften
the street oftentailor nearbytailor nearby

N/A

N/A

Churches, knows
from knows
Hefrom
has everything
Churches,
He hasnearby
everything nearby
friends who friends
have children
that he needs
walking
who have children
that
he needs walking
There's a park
nearby
and nearby
a gym and a gym
There's
a park
that there isthat
nearby
child
distancethere
is nearby
child supermarket,
distance- supermarket,
care
retail, etc retail, etc
care

1

1

a supermarket
is nearby is nearby
a supermarket
can
when her
daughter can
Church when her daughter
take her
take her

None

She loves her
and its location.
Sheneighborhood
loves her neighborhood
and itsGarbage
location. disposal area is too
Bring
the garbage
disposal
Garbage disposal area
is too
Bring the
garbage disposal
As well
apartment
because
Anonymous
9
As well
as her building
apartment
building because
Anonymous
9 as her
far
area closer area
to hercloser to her
far
everything is
well maintained
everything
is well maintained

1

Church

None

Yes

1

yes. lives byyes.
himself
lives by himself

No

N/A

No

Yes

Mostly yes. Mostly
With three
yes. With three
children twochildren
bathrooms
two bathrooms
1 would be helpful, but
would be helpful, but
one works fine!
one works fine!

1

She commutes
travels and travels
Sheand
commutes
Travels around
Yonkers
andYonkers
No - the
takes
Travels
around
andbusNo
- the bus takes
by bus she has
a bus
by bus
shestop
has a bus stop
to White Plains
and Mount
she
to White
Plains andeverywhere
Mount
everywhere
she
located, andlocated,
sometimes
and by
sometimes by
Vernon
needs to go.needs to go.
Vernon
taxi when she
goes
shopping
taxi when she goes shopping

N/A

He usually stays
around
the around the
He usually
stays
neighborhood,
walking to walking to
He walks wherever
needs he
He walkshewherever
needs neighborhood,
supermarket
and other and other
to go butifalso
relies
public
Yes, would Yes,
be interested
the supermarket
to go
buton
also
relies the
on public
would beifinterested
0 (he drives0but
(hehe
drives but he
the
furthest the
he furthest he No
The bus is Theshopping.
it was no cost/
costno cost/ transportation.
Each unit has
a parking
shopping.
transportation.
bus is
it was
cost
Each
unit hasspot
a parking spot
doesn't have
a car) have a car)
doesn't
travels
andreliable
he getsand
to he gets
effective. effective.very reliablevery
travels is Brooklyn
to is Brooklyn
sometimes
for
work andfor work and
work on time
withon
notime
issue
sometimes
work
with no
issue
public transitpublic
is finetransit is fine

1

1

N/A

Yes, visitorsYes,
havevisitors
trouble.
Onetrouble. One
Parkways are
have
Parkways are
Bus, walking,
taxiwalking,
if going taxi
out if going out
Bus,
visitors,
and clients, and
Does not use
Does not drive
Walks up toWalks
about up
an to
hour
parking
lot clients,
for visitors,
dangerous during
Does not use
Does not parking
drive lot for
about dangerous
an hour during
of Yonkers of Yonkers
residents. residents.
rush hour rush hour

1

He loves where
he lives
because
is because
peaceful,is peaceful,
Waiting for Waiting
his apartment
He loves
where
he lives
for histo
apartment to
Anonymous
11
Pending renovation
Anonymous
11 and his building is well kept.
Pending renovation
finish renovation
and his building is well kept.
finish renovation

Her daughter
take's
her take's her
Her
daughter
Doesn't travel
muchtravel
due tomuch due to
Doesn't
where she needs
goneeds
if
N/A
whereto
she
to go if
limited mobility.
limited mobility.
applicable applicable

She usuallyShe
stays
around
usually
stays around
the neighborhood
within
the neighborhood
within
walking distance
from
Her son drives
walking
distanceNone
from - other than
Herher
sonwherever
drives her wherever
None - other than
where
she lives
at.she
Unless
go,needs
but into
rare
where
lives at. Unless
she
go, but
in rare
N/A she needs to
health reasons
health reasons
when
necessary
doctors for doctors
instances she
takes the
bus
whenfor
necessary
instances
she
takes
the bus
appointments
or other
appointments
or other
reasons. reasons.
He relies onHe
a home
forhome aidHe
relies aid
on a
for stays around
He stays around
None - otherNone
than - other than
If necessary
neighborhoods
(walks
all his
errands. If necessary
neighborhoods
(walks
N/A all his errands.
health reasons
health reasons
will call a taxi.
will call a taxi. around his block)
around his block)

Participant has
handicapped
Participant
has handicapped
transportation
provided to provided to
transportation
He usually stays
around
the around the
He usually
stays
him when he
needs
goneeds to go
Has a park located
about
2 blocks
him
whentohe
Has a park
located
about 2 blocks
neighborhood
and does not
Nonenot
- otherNone
than - otherNone
than -health
Grocery stores
and stores and
neighborhood
and does
than - otherNone
other than health
Grocery
When
away when away
he walk
to when
he to when he
yes. lives byyes.
himself
Does not drive
N/A
N/A
Churches Churches
doctors appointment.
when
he walk
lives by himself
Does not drive
N/A
N/A doctors appointment.
goWhen
very far due
to limited
health reasons
reasons
pharmacies pharmacies
go very
far due to limited
health reasons
reasons
he goes grocery
shopping
orshopping or
feels good. feels good.
he goes
grocery
mobility
mobility
pharmacy he
takes thehe
bus
pharmacy
takes the bus
or a taxi
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Appendix

Endnotes

Public Housing Survey Questions
General:

● What is your favorite thing about where you currently live?
● What is your least favorite thing/ biggest complaint about where you currently live?
● If there was one thing that you could add to where you live, what would that be?

Apartment:

● How many bedrooms would you need to serve your household?
● Does your current living situation fulfil this?
● How many bathrooms would you need to serve your household?
● Does your current living situation fulfil this?

Parking:

● How many cars serve your household?
● Is it difficult to find parking? How many parking spots do you have access to, and how
many do you use where you currently live?
● Would you feel comfortable using a carshare?

Transportation:

● What modes of transportation do you use and does this differ for work, errands, or other
Trips? (Probe: carpooling, cycle, walk, bus, car, etc.
● On a regular basis, where/how far do you travel?
● Do you have challenges getting to these places?
● What comes to mind when you think about the biggest limiting factors in getting
to these places?

Community Resources:

● What community resources are accessible to you now? (Probe: child care/place of
worship?)
● What neighborhood resources are you near/ would like to be near? (Probe:
work/school/grocery store)
Recreation:
● What kind of outdoor or indoor recreational spaces are near where you live? /do you like
to use? (Probe: Gym, Pool,, BBQ area, walking path/walkability to shopping, sports
court, private/public open space?)
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